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INVESTIGATIOUS ON ULTRA-HIGH FREQ,UENCY 
EL:Tf!CTROMAGNETIO OSCILLATIONS. 
~ ~ ~ ~ - - - - -
SUJWARY. 
The Thesis opens w1 th e.n. introduction to 
electrical resonators anu some instruments h1ch 
are special to the centimeter region ot ~avelengthe. 
The excitation or resonators by the principle of 
tho velocity modulation of electrons 1a then given 
and it is follotied by a brief mention ot velocity 
modulated oscillators and magnetron oscillators. 
Little specitio mention 1s made in these aectiona 
of the author's work. A reference is ho ever made 
to au oarly split anode 3 em. magnetron and also to 
a tw1able velocity modulated oscillator. These were 
made by him betore suoh tubes had passed tho e:xper1mental 
•, 
stage. The development of magnetrons required some 
~)1mple but reliable method ot t!loasuring pulsed high 
tenoion power. Soma satisfactory nethods developed 
by the author are described. To prevent there being 
any possible doubt, these power moaauremonts were · 
checked by careful measurement of the heat developed 
in the magnetrnn. To examine the electric fields 
within resonators and feeder lines smnll test probes 
and loops are necessary. These probes· and loops 
require n consideration or the vo.rloua types or 
reotitiere, detector 1nstrumentn and high frequency 
matoh1ng sections. All are discussed both from their 
s 1mpl 1o1ty of design and from their pertormanoe. 
For the dea1gn or 3 om.- magnetrons, whose output 
system was to be ma.tche6. to tlle standard fitting 
used in the Servloea, an accurate standing ave 
maaauring instrument was built. The errors 
oocuring in these instruments are exa.mif1ad and 
shown to be negligible only under certain 
conditione or operation. The general properties 
of wave guides and oo~x1al oubles ure given prior 
to an account of tho author's experiments on the 
measurements of magnetron output po ers. elJ.tion 
of preliminary nork on power measurement is made 
and is followed by n full dosor1pt1on of a rugged 
glass oontn1ned helical absorber suitable for lo 
or for high power routine measurements. 1~11 
details of tho oalibrution or the nbsorbors is 
giveu. There are also details of a calorimeter 
for ooax1al output valves and also for wave guide 
output valves. These instruments have given a 
trouble rree perfor.manoe for nearly two years and 
are eminently suited for use in factorfes for 
testing the quality of the valves pr.oduoea. The 
increase 1n the output powers tram magnetrons soon 
necessitated a complete redesign 1n the output 
system. The author's experiments on hat as, as 
far as he is aware, the first 3 em. ave g~1de 
output valve are included. 
Not e . In this thesis the main work or the author 
is to be round in sections 4, 6, 7, 9 and 10. In 
all these sectione the ork is ent1re1y his own. 
Be wishes ho~ever to acknowledge the very considerable 
help and kindness he has received from all members of 
the Laboratory. The author•a rather sudden departure 
to the u.s.A. has enabled him to glance only briefly 
at the final. type-ur1tton copies but he hopes that they 
do not contain any serious error. 
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INTRODUCTION. 
The first systematic study of electromagn~tio 
radiation was made by Hertz in 1887. The wavelengths 
he used were of the order of a few metres, although 
waves as short as 24 om. were obtained. After the 
work of Hertz most attention was oenoentrated on 
wavelengths of several hundreds of metres because 
such wavelengths are eminently suitable for communication 
purposes. In the last deoade, however, the production 
and utilisation of very much shorter el~ctric waves 
have developed enormously; they orfer a special 
advantage in that a concentrated beam of radiation 
may be produced. The pro!>erties of these short 
waves can therefore be usefully applied to navigational 
purposes, and some pre-war work, see for example (12), 
had been published on the production of wavelengths 
of about 50 em. Still shorter wavelengths were 
required. The main difficulty has been that it was 
i mpossible to produce powers of more than milliwatts, 
or at the moat, a tew watts {13) and (15). The 
teoLniques, which are required to produce these short 
wavelengths, are very different i ndeed from those used 
for longer wavelengths. An important advance in 
producing higher powers was made just previous to the 
war by using the principle of velocity modulation (7), 
(40); and since the war the development or centimeter 
radiation has been essential for radio location. 
Some or tho moat important advanoee have been made 
in the Physics Depar tment at the University of 
B11~1ngham. It 1a in these laboratories that the 
author has been engaged trom the beginning and, in 
tact, he ia the only member ot the laboratory ho 
has had previous experience 1n centimeter avelengths. 
This thesis gives a detailed account or the 
work with nhich the author has been associated at 
B1r.m1ngham University, and can be considered as 
consis ting of four main parts. 
deal 1th: 
Tltese four parts 
(l) The general teo~1ques used, and the 
apparatus required for the centimeter 
region - seotion l. 
{2) The brief' mention ot various types or 
oso1llators, including some hioh the 
author constructed - sections 2 and 3. 
(3) The development of an instrument for 
the measurement or standing wave ratios 
- sections 6 and ?. 
(4) The development of radio frequency po.er 
measuring devices, and the first 
experiments on high po er nagnetrons 
fitted 1th a ave guide output - sections 
9 and 10. 
The whole of the thesls is written in a form 
suitable for guid ing an experimenter ~ho 1a 
beginning work in the centiQeter region of 
wavelength but ~ho , at the same time, has some 
knowledge of radio jn the longer wavelength region. 
To completo the subjects discussed, and at the same 
time tc avoid the diesertation beoom1ng too long, 
the two sections on osc illators are ra.ther brief. 
In published literature there is little mention 
of the solution of i mpedance problems by circle 
diagrams, although Bartlett in his book 'The 'heory 
of Electrical Artificial lines and filters' (5), 
makes use of them. His treatment of the circle 
diagram is however, more general, and therefore 
more complex, than i s required for most circuit 
work. It is with the intention of encouraging 
the applioation of this method or solving impedance 
problems, that part of section 5 or this thesis is 
given to circle diagrams, although sinoe the author 
commenced this section,T.R.E. (Malvern) have circulated 
in a form suitable for the solution of most radio 
problems, a re~ort on the theory of circle diagrams 
{50), and J.C.Slater has published his book,'Microwave 
Transmission' (17) which includes much subject matter 
on circle dingrams. 
P..EOTIO~ !· 
AN INTRODUCTION TO APPARATUS SP~~CIAL 
TO CENTI.Mh"TER •AVELEUGTHS. 
1.1. Introduotorz. 
This opening section is an introduction to the 
essential apparatus required tor ork ith electromagnetic 
aves in the centimeter region ot avelengths. It deals 
very briefly with the usual forms ot hollo resonators, 
wave guides, eleotromagnet1o field testing units such as 
probes , aad the designs ot navemetera. By this introduction 
the author feels that the explanation ot an oscillator, for 
instance, ill be atmpl1t1ed: it 111 not be neooseary to 
aide traok from the electronics ot the discussion to explain 
the property ot resonators, suoh as the rhumbatron,whioh 
forms part ot the oso1llator . In the same ay if one .ishes 
to explain the lle.rtley oso1llator, one needs to explain 
tirst the properties ot "L-C" circuits be:tore proceeding to 
the details of the oso1llator. Tho form that these elements 
take in this short ave region is ho ever very ditferent from 
that of ordinary radio c1rcu1to. 
The technique tor centimeter waves is nevertheless 
essentially the same as for the longer ~aves, e.g., one uaea 
matching transfor.mers, loading c•ile and condensers; although 
a newoomer to this field ill note the absence or the familiar 
coils or ire and tlat plate condensers, eto. As a result 
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he may reel that there 1a an unusual simplicity about 
cent~eter ave apparatus. Ho ever such a ne ~comer 
is apt to overlook the tact that the addition ot a r ew 
milltmetera or wire to a feeder may alter an impedance 
by a hundred rold. The use of hollow boxes as 
resonators and the propagation ot aves 1n metal tubes 
(somewhat similar to a coaxial teener which hae no central 
conductor) will be almost entirely new to htm. He may 
have beard ot them betore)but it so,the interest was 
purely aoadem1o - Lord no.yleigh gave the mathematical 
bases ot wave propagation in tubes 1n 1892, (14). We 
will now oonoider in turn some of the instruments mentioned 
1n the rirst paragraph. 
1.2. Hollow Resonators and Uave Guides. 
AnY closed ( or nearly closed) metal container can 
be made to resonate electrically if the trequenoy empl oyed 
1s high enough. For example a hollow sphere can be excited; 
the electric and the magnetic fields tor the fundamental 
mode or suoh a resonator are shown 1n figure 1. The 
mechanism by hioh resonance can be maintuined ill be 
explained later. It should be noted, rigure l, that the 
field 1a confined 1thin the metal conta iner and eo t here 
is no r adiation into s pace. This is an important f aot 
because at the ~requenc1es involved the loss by radiation 
. 
oan be so great that et'ficient resonating properties a re 
i mpossible, i.e. the Q ( .WRL) has become lo in value. 
At trequeno1es higher than the fundamental a great multitude 
ot other resonant "modes" are formed. It the metal is 
clean and conducts ell on its surface all modes are very 
sharp; that 1s the Q 1s high, be1ng for most shapes ot 
resonators ot the order or 2000 although values up to 
200,000 may be obtained. The lowest frequency at whioh 
resonance can occur gives a wavelength ot the order ot the 
diameter or the container. A very etf1c1ent and uaetul 
resonator shape is shown in tigure 2A and ia referred to 
as a Rhumbatron. A more practical form 1a given in 
figure 2B. The exnot properties ot tbene closed resonators 
are in general difficult to calculate (9), but the principle 
ot their operation oan be understood as follows. The 
resonator, as do all electrical resonators, oonsists 
essentially ot an inductance and a capacity. The inductance 
is provided by the ourved walls hioh have electrical 
properties similar to a single loop of wire open between A and 
B. The capacity ie mainly, but not entirely, provided 
by the two surfaces AA and BB hiob tor.m a parallel plate 
condenser and hioh are connected to the inductance just 
mentioned. Oscillating currents flow betiween A and B via 
the alls. The currents produce a magnetic f ield ( h1ch 
differs trom that of a loop ot 1re 1n that it can occupy 
only the 1na1de or the conducting enclosure). This magnetic 
tield forma olosed circles hose centres lie on the axis or 
revolution or the rhumbatron ond hence 1t 1s only as a 
section that these lines appear in figure 2A. The electric 
field occurs mainly bet eon AA and DB, and is shown in the 
oame tigure. Reterenoe ill frequently be made to these 
resonators ·and before oonclud1Ilg these preliminary remarks 
on them the tollow1ng three important properties should 
be noted:• 
(1) The eleotrio t1eld is located almost entirely bet eon 
AA, BD. 
(2) The diatanoe bet een AA and BB can be small compared 
itb the wavelength or the eleotr1cnl oscillations, say 
1/20 A. (The advantage ot this will be made clear in 
section 2). 
(3) The magnetic lines or force for.m circles oonoentrio 
1th the principal axis or the rhumbatron. 
Very brief mention ill uo bo made ot hollow 
wave guides. These are usually rererred to aim}>lY as 
ave guides, and are often used tor the trnn~ission of 
po er. They are metal tubes along uhioh elect~io aves 
are propagated. They otter the advantage that relatively 
low losses are incurred. An account or wave guides ia 
g1ven in section 8: a simple example of an antenna reeding 
a wave guide is g1ven in figure 3 • 
• ave guides and hollow resonators can have their 
ele~tromagnet1o t1elds examined by suitably positioned test 
probes or loops. Thus in a rhumbatron the loop is placed 
aa in figure 4. Care must be token that the test unite 
do not not1oeably distort the field ot the guide or resonator. 
The author's examination of th1s important condition and the 
precautions necessary to be observed are given in section 
6 and 7. A similar probe or loop arrangement oan be 
used t o excite the resonator or guide, except that now 
power is fed· i nto the probe or loop from an oscillator 
ot suitable frequency. 
1.3. The m~qQurement o1 Uavelensth - Wavemeters. 
The method used to determine the avalength of a 
radiation doponda very much on the acoure.oy required 
and the power available. For exwmple, tith an oscillator 
delivering a fe watts, a rough indication oan be obtained 
by running a neon lamp along a pair of lecher ires. 
Sometimes by sliding a bridge along the system the voltage 
nodes and anti- nodes can be detected by ~atch1ng the reaction 
I 
on some circuit, such as the anode circuit, of the 
oscillator. In such determinations, ~hen too little 
attention 1s given to the change of conditions ot the 
oscillator , the posi tiona ot tho minima ure not a~ ways mid.-
way between the maxima. Best results will then be obtained 
by measuring from one minimum to another (end not from a 
miniraum to a raaximum); but obviously measurements under 
auch conditions are not advisable. For precise ~eaaurements 
it is essential not to disturb the oscillator. With 
lecher ires, loosely coupled to the main circuit, accurate 
results can be obtained by placing a sensitive probe (to be 
discussed later) near the ires. The response from this 
probe 111 go through a suoaesaion or maxima and minima it 
a short circuit bridge is moved along the ires. By 
I" 
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observ~tion over a succession of say 20A a considerable 
accuracy is obtained. 
A more practical form of wavemeter can be made by 
using o coaxial line in a similar manner. This method 
has the additional advantage of being non-radiative. As 
a wavemeter it is less easy to construct but when well made 
can yield very good results. The general arranP,ement is 
given in figure 6. The reference (38) also deale with 
this type of wavemeter. 
Measurement of wavelength, by the method just 
explained, suffers from the disadvantage that a single 
observation does not·p.ive the result: at least two 
observations are necessary and these often several wave-
lengths apart. A further difficulty is that if more than 
one wavelength is present (and this often occurs with 
magnetron oscillators) the resulting series of maxima and 
minima are very confusing. To overcome these difficulties 
resonant cavity meters are used. A type first produced by 
Sayers of this laboratory is shown in figure 6. The 
resonant cavity has some resemblance to the rhumbatron, 
and its resonant period is controlled by the moving plunger. 
To determine a wavelength the input loop is loosely coupled 
to tho radio frequency source and the thimble turned until 
a peak deflection occurs in the indicator system (section 6). 
The thimble scale now enables the avelength to be read from 
the calibration chart which, with a suitable design of cavity 
shape, can be made sensibly linear. The relative accuracy 
is of the order or l part in several thousand while the 
absolute aocuracy depends on the onlibration and the 
faithfulness of the instrument in maintaining the calibration; 
e.g.,. the .ear of the micrometer s crew will produce errors . 
At their best the instruments have an absolute accuracy or 
l part in a few thousand. 
from a quartz orystal. 
They are oel1bratod by harmonics 
A Wavemeter to determine small f~equenoy changes. 
To determine changes or frequency or the order ot a 
~c .;fsec. inn ~avelength ot 3 em., and instrument capable 
or discerning changes of 1 part in 104 1s requi red. For 
this ono uses apeoiol high Q meters. These are similar in 
design to the resonant cavity instrument just described but 
employ a resonator excited in a mode to give the highest Q. 
possible tor practical nork1ng. An account or this ave-
meter can be totmd from reference 39 in the list at .;&;he end 
ot this ork. 
SECTION 2. 
VELOCITY MODULATION OSCil.LAT0RS. 
Summary. 
In this section it is explained how a rhumbatron 
can produce a "bunching" of an electron be~, and how 
this beam can then give high frequency energy to a second 
rhum.batron. 
discussed. 
Some oscillators using this principle are 
2.1. One use for the Rhumbatron. 
In the first section there as, among other things, 
an outline of the principal properties of the rhumbatron. 
It was mentioned in particular that the high frequency 
field of the resonator was concentrated between two surfaces 
and that these surfaces were not very distant from each 
other. We shall now see how this property is utilised 
in the design of oscillators where interaction between the 
field and an electron beam takes place. It is necessary 
however to understand first the principle of velocity 
modulation of an electron beam. 
2 . 2. Velocitz modulation and Bunchi ng. 
If a high frequency field acts along the direction 
of movement of electrons, some electrons will be accelerated 
and some retarded according to the phase of the field during 
the transit of the electrons. As a consequence of this a 
un1ror.m beam of electrons becomes a beam in which the 
electrons are not all of a uniform velocity, (for 
some electrons n111 be moving faster than previously 
and some slower than previously): the beam has been 
"velocity modulated"~ (In actual fact the electron 
takes a ~inite time, say l/5 of a period, to cross the 
high frequency field and so it is not oorreot to speak 
ot the phase of the f ield during the electron time ot 
transit but more exactly a range of phases must be 
considered. The general principle however is s~ill 
the same and we r.ill neglect the extra complication). 
The r esult of this velocity modula tion is that 
further a long the beam the fas ter electrons cntoh up 
with, and the slower ones fall back upon, th~ electrons 
whose speed had not bean altered. In other words 
clusters or bunches of electrons are formed and the 
beam becomes intermittent. (This last sentence, while 
bringing out the nature of the effect, is an exaggeration 
for more correctly the beam remalns continuous but 
becomes density modulated). Still further along the 
beam the electrons continue to rearrange themselves and 
the bunching becomes d~s troyed, but this i s not here 
ot primary i mport ance: t he i mportant conclusion i s 
that velocity modulat ion at one point of the beam 
produces bunching a t another point. From this sirnrle 
explanation t he smallest velocity modulation will produce 
bunching i f the beam is allowed co continue along its 
path tor a sufficient distance. This 1n1pl1es that 
an amount ot energy however small w1ll bunch the 
beam. In practice however de-bunching forces 
(due to mutual repulsion of the electrons) have 
to be considered. Nevertheless given efficient 
resonators the energy required to produced a bunched 
beam is very small. 
Vel~~i tz. .. odulat1on by a Rhumbatron •. 
In section I it was explained that 
the high trequency electric field in a rhumbatron 
occurred between t o surfaces hose separl:ttion as 
small oompared with the wavelength corresponding to 
the resonant frequency. By re},ll acing these suri'aces 
by grids (figure '1) the performance of the rllumbatron 
is not ~ter1ally altered, but an electron beam 
travelling parallel to the grids can no be passed 
through the resonator. This direction of travel of 
the beam is suitable for the field of the resonator 
to influence the electron velocities in a manner as 
expl.ainea 1n the previous section. By this means a 
rhumbatron can be used to bunch an electron beam; such 
a rhumbatron is usually reterred to as a bunoher. 
2.3. Interchange ot energy bet een electrons and 
Rhumbatrons. 
Electrons orosaing a rhumbatron hen 
the phase of the high trequenoy tield is such as to 
accelerate them, gain energy trom the field. 
Conversely, ir the transit is pertor.mad hen the 
£1ecl'ron llea.m 
- Bunc:her ~ 
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field retards the electrons, energy is given to the 
field and the high frequency oscillation tends to be 
maintained. Thus, if the bunches of electrons are 
timed to cross another rhumbatron when its high frequency 
field opposes them, energy ' can be transferred from the 
beam to the high frequency field of the rhumbatron. 
In praot1ce the beam is never perfectly bunched and 
some electrons may abstract energy from the field but 
these electrons should be very much in the minority. 
The gain in high frequency energy is obtained from the 
reduction in the mean velocity of the electron beam, 
i.e. in effect, from the potential originally used to 
produce the beam. 
It is evident that power oscillations 
in a Rhumbatron can be maintained by passing through 
it a modulated electron beam. The modulation ot this 
beam is usually produced by a bunoher rhumbatron which 
is excited by a feed back of energy from the power 
oscillator. This principle is that of all velocity 
modulated tubes. An example of such a tube is the 
klystron, a diagrammatic drawing of which i s given in 
figure a. 
2.4. Develo_Ement of Velocity Modulated Oscillators. 
These oscillators have the characteristics 
of all velocity modulation devices in that there is a 
number of well defined beam voltages at which oscillations 
occur. This property is due to the fact that fo r the 
efficient yranster o~ radio rrequenoy power to the 
catcher, the tr~ls1t time or an unmodulated electron 
trom the bunoher to the catcher is given by 
t In this n is an integer and UJ 
the angular frequency ot osoillat1on. The m:t.nus 
sign corresponds to the "in phase" mode, 1.e. hen 
the bunoher and the catcher voltages are simultaneously 
e1 ther aooelerating or retarding the electrons, eJld 
the positive sign to the "anti phase" mode. Beoause 
of the coupling bet een the resonators these t o modes 
or oso1llat1on dirrer slightly in rrequauoy. 
The development of the Klystron tollo ed t o 
distinct bx·ancllea; ( 1) the lo po ered continuous 
wave osc1llo.tor bose avelt3ngth oan be tuned. It 
ls suitable as ·a local oscillator fol' reoe1vers.(2) 
The high power Klystron transmitter. 
The lo\ power, Klystion. 
In the latter port of 1940 the Sperry Klystron 
was produced 1u America (41). These were twtable 
oscillators ana operated at about 1,000 volts H.T. 
supply, with a maximum current ot about 40 m.A· Oscillatio: 
coula ho ever be obtained with currents or the order or 
5 mJt •• The po)er output under suitable conditions as 
as high as a att and the corresponding efficiency about 
Tuning was possible over a range from 9 em. 
to 11.5 om • This was attained by distorting the 
. 
resonators to change the spacing between the grids,and 
hence the capacity of the .reaonator. The frequency 
.stab111 ty or these tubes was satisfactory. Two 
causes of frequency drift are possible: -
(a) Thermal drift. 
of the resonators. 
This i s caused by heat expansion 
In the Sperry tubes it amounted 
to about 2 or 3 Mc;fsec. in the first three 
minutes from s itching on. After thin time the 
.frequency change became very much less. 
(b) Frequency pulling. This is ma inly caused by a 
ahnngo in the n.T. voltage aupply. For these Sperry 
osttillatoro the pulling wa.s of the order ot ~ M.o/sec. 
for a change of 40 v. in the high tension voltage. 
Another form of Kl~~tron oscillator is the single 
rhumbatron type uhich utilizes the reflex principle for 
obtaining feedback. The electron beam is velocity 
modulated as it passes through the rhumbatron, and 
after this first passage it is acted on by a retarding 
electric field. This retleots the beam,now bunched, 
back through the resonator. The meahaniam of these 
oscillators •is more complex than with the double 
rhumbatron klystron tubes, because, in the re~lection 
tube, tho point at which the electrons turn back is 
a function of their speeds, i.e., of the vel ocity 
modulation they have received during their first transit 
through the rhumbatron. Greater power can be obtained 
by replacing the reflector by a secondary emitter, for 
example an aluminum electrode at 60 v. positive with 
respect to the cathode~ This electrode then yields 
a secondary emission and this emission returns to the 
resonator 8B 8 bunched beam. These retlex oscillators 
are often more ett1ciont than the double resonator 
klystron. This, combined with the simplicity ot 
tuning, makes reflex tubes preferable as local 
oeoi1lator sources for superheterodyne receivers . 
iuoh attention was given to the devel opment 
ot these reflex osoilla.tors by Hollin ax1d Sutton 1n 
England. Tuning as not by distorting the rhumbatron 
as ~as the practice for the klystrons, but by altering 
the depth or a metal plUnger inae~ted into the side 
ot the rhumbatron. The Author enrly in 1940 constructed 
a demountable reflex oscillator tWled by compressing 
or extending the rhumbatron, hich ~as made from 
metal bellows, figure 9 . Th1o oscillator was used 
as a short range transmitter for experiments by Moon 
and the Author on a 9 om. BU!Jer-regenerat1ve receiver, 
(26). 
2. 5 ._ D~vel9pm~n~ or Hi@ l)o .er Klxatrol!,.B. 
At tho outset ot the e.:r Sayers began development 
work on tlle kly,stron and in 1941 published e. report on 
experiments with a B1rm1ngh~ t k. ,. 6.7Gm. Gun laying 
oet. A novel :reature l78G that t ne klystron provided 
both th~ transmitted pUlGe and tho looal oao1llator 
r.,equeucy. This was effected by nltering the h1F)l 
tena1on voltage to change the oac1llator from the 
"In phase" mode to t he '·.Anti Phase" moae, ( 28) . 
In all klystron oscillators the factor which 
limits the output power is .mainly the difficulty or 
obtaining a sufficiently intense ~lectron beam to the 
second rhumbetron. Another difficulty discovered by 
Sayers, and closely connected with that just mentioned, 
is that secondary emission of electrons near the 
rhumbatron gape exerts a heavy damping on the electric 
oeo1llat1ons. Muoh of this damping can be averted by 
the rhumbatron gaps being recessed and formed between 
"Chisel Edges" see figure 10. In the latter part of 
1941 British Thomson-Houston Co.Ltd. undertook to produce 
e. sealed-ott klystron from one of the Sayers demountable 
klystrons. no fundamental change in design was necessary 
apart f'rom e. slight change in th(~ electron gun. This 
was necessitated by the degree of vacuum in the sealed-oft 
oscillators differing from that of the demountable type. 
Those klystrons were not tunable but tllree designs were 
produced which gave wavelengths of ?.0 em. 9.1 em. and 10.~ 
em. respectively; the tolerances being !2,; . E1"f1c1enc1ee 
were ot the order or 10% - 2o%. A continuous ou~put ot 
300 W and a pulsed output up to 2 k. H. lYere ol>teined w1 th 
lives ot 300 to 500 hours. 
SECTION 3. 
THE MULTI-
A br1et survey of the deveLop~ent of the multi-
resonator magnetron at Birmingham University. 
3.1. The multi-resonator :me.g!~OJ!· 
'rhe pre-war magnetron, 'generally l.no~n as the 
split-anode magnetron, is ve1~ widely used to produce 
dec1-metre naves and ita proJ>ertica are so generally well 
knoun that e detli1lcd discussion is not necessary. In 
the centimeter region, however, the pr.act1.ool limit to 
electron speeds required H considerable recluction in the 
physical size of the magnetron. This resulted in a bi~ 
decrease of the maximum allowable anode dissipation and 
therefore in the output power obt(3 ille.ble. For example, 
immediately before the war the author, then at the Royal 
Institution of Great Britain, r.us asked to begin ,ork 
s1rnilar to that of Cleeton and Williams (6). The author's 
valve was made tunable by enclooing v,i thin 1 ts envelope a 
lecher system whose length could be varied by external 
control. On account ot the small anode size, 2 mm. in 
diameter and 5 rnm. long, the output r;as only about 1/5 att. 
\.avelengtlls over a range of 2 em. to 10 em. .ere obtained. 
The reduction in size is not the only difficulty, ro 
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coaxial lines begin to be serious and the problem of losses 
by radiation becomes more acute. These considerations 
limiting the performance of magnetrons, led Professor 
Oliphant and his staff at the University of Birmingham to 
explore the possibility of using a multi-resonator anode 
enclosed within a metal envelope. Early in 1940 this new 
type was produced by Randall and Boot with extremely 
satisfactory results. The magnetron consisted,in essence , 
or a multi-resonator anode surrounding the cathode as in 
figure 11. 
The exaot operation or these oscillators is not 
fully understood, but Hartree, Slater, Stoner and others 
have published many papers (25) (34) (35), some in very 
great detail, on the mechanism of these valves. or the 
many results from these theoretical papers, two, which are 
very ~portant, are: 
(1) The resonators give rise to a wave which is rotating 
with a phase velocity say¢ per segment. This velocity 
is subject to the condition that, if N i s the number of 
segments, Np is a multiple of 2TI • 
(2) The electrons in the cathode space charge rotate with 
various angular velocities. For the successful operation 
of magnetrons the angular velocity of a certain layer of 
electrons in the spece charge aloud bears a definite relation 
to the angular velocity of the anode poten~ial wave , ment ioned 
under (1). 
In some designs ot magnetrons it has been shown by Sayers 
and S1xsmith (32), that the apaoe charge cloud is rotating 
lUch slower than the anode wave. In this case the 
~pace charge, instead or moving in step with the anode 
vave, is moving in step with a spatial harmonic of the 
vave. AJ.l these effects are extremely complex and are 
1ot considered in further detail at this stage. 
From the practical consideration the relatively 
massive anode and heavy electron current (sometimes over 
a hundred amperes) make the magnetron capable or delivering 
very high peak powers. This resulted in ita extremely rapid 
development and its general preferment to the klys tron 
when high power was required. At the time of' writing 
peak powers ot over a megawatt are possible. The high 
etfioienoies now obtainable, often over 5~, were first 
produced by Sayers who connected segments of similar phase 
by copper conductors. This preoedure is known as strapping, 
or as mode locking, and the next two paragraphs will be 
devoted to ita behaviour in practical application. 
3.2. The Strapping or multi-segment resonato~!· 
The travelling wave of the resonator need not be 
limited to any one number of repeats round the anode. Thus 
a system of 12 reapnators can have any number of repeats up 
to six. To each of these modes of oscillation corresponds 
a particular resonance frequency. In the power oscillator 
severa1 ot these frequencies can be excited. Their 
separation is only of the order of 2%, and as a result 
frequency instability can occur, due to changes of external 
loading , or, due to changes in the electronics or the 
valve . From the electrical stand point the straps behave 
like rea.c:tenoea which, to an appro:ximatioll, have but 
little eff.eo~ on the required mode (for the voltage phase 
at e~ch end or tl1o straps is the same) and a comparatively 
pouertul etfeot on othe~ modes. Thus in a 9 em. unstrapped 
valve the separation of the unwnnted frequenoy trom the 
working frequency is e. f'ew per cttnt whereas w1 th a strapJ>ed 
valve, the separation can be better than 25%. The 
strapping does not pro~1pJ~ modes. It inoreaaes their 
separation thua tending to prevent a change from one mode 
to another. The conduoti vi ty of the st:r:·aps .ts also 
advantageous in providing more equal loading of the resonators 
On 9 om. valves, strapping was an immediate 
suocese but on 3 om. operation the great i mprovements 
expeoted were not at firot obtained. s ayers ond the author, 
while developing an early 3 om. mngnetron (29) attempted 
to strap it but received little suocess. Th author then 
made some resonance experimonta, i.e. he determined the 
various t'requenc1es of the resonator system. The results 
showed that very littLe increase in peparat1on occured with 
strapping. The reason was that, measured in ter.ms o~ 
v.-avelength the strap length e.a about three -cirr.eo the length 
used on 9 em. valves. When the 3 em. mar,netron was reduced 
in size , the expected i mprovement in performance \HiS 
obtained. 
3.3. Cathodes for~gnetrona. 
Tho problem of cathode life ia of extreme 
importance. The oh1ef cause of short lite is the high 
temperature of the onthode. This temperature is 
produced by the back bombardment of electrons. Important 
properties of the cathode are:-
(1) The design should be such that the heat is 
conducted or radiHted away without too greot a 
rise of temnerature. 
{2) The thermionic and the secondary emission should 
be high. 
(5) The cathode materials should not be subject to 
appreQiab1e vaporisation or flaking. 
Further mention o"f cathodes uill not be made in this 
thesis except for mention (27) of the publication from 
BirninE~ham Un1vera1 ty of a report "Cnthodes for magnetrons" 
by ,T .T.Randall, Jl . Tomlinson, W. T.Cowhig. This report 
denla with the general property of oathodea nnd gives 
re,sults ~or radiator-type cathodes, cuthodea :f'ormed by 
Alkaline earth compounds on molybdentun, thorium oxide 
cathodes etc • . 
5.4.. Tunable multi-resonator rnaanetrons. 
The principal det1c1oncy of' magnetrons has beell 
the complete 1n~lex1b111ty of their operating frequency. 
Within the last year however some fairly successful attempts 
to tune 9 em. valves have been made. Electrically the 
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magnetron can be considered as a system or coupled 
L- C circuits which must be operated on to change the 
wavelength. In general there are two ways to alter 
the resonant frequency ot .a circuit: 
(a) To couple into the circuit another circuit which 
oan be tuned. 
(b) To alter the reactance of one or more of the 
component parts ot the system of L- C circuits comprising 
the magnetron. 
A first example of (a) is the coaxial tuner 
coupled directly to the cavity figure 12. By changing 
the position of the plunger in the tuner the wavelength 
can be changed by about 1%. Another method is to couple 
the reactance direct to the straps. To do this the 
strapping can be modified by connecting the odd segments 
to the outer of the coaxial and the even to the inner, as 
in figure 13. This method produces wavelength changes 
by as much as 10~. See reference (43). 
An example of the second method {b) is the 
end plat~ tuning. It is some~hat nimilar to that employed 
1n earlier days by the author to tune a cylindrical 
klystron. It consists or a cond1cting plane (or 
preferably a ring) whose distance from the ends of the 
segments can be altered, see figure 14. The chief effect 
is the variation of capacity between the segments and the 
end plate 9nd this causes an alteration in the resonant 
i'req_uency .. 
Output f'eeds from mult1-reaonntor magnetrons. 
The output feeii fitted to all magnetrons has 
been almost invariably the coaxial line. It had the 
advantages of simplicity of attachment. Furt~er by 
su1tnble stubs, reasonably good Matching with the external 
load coultl be obtained w1 thout undue troul)le. ~here 
are honever 3 em. valves and g om. valves in this 
laboratory of suoh power that the full output can never 
be approached because of voltage arcs and heating within 
the coaxial feeder. This had been foreaeen and the 
possibility of a waveguide output feed was attractive 
as n oure. The author's exT>eriments on \,'hat became as .. 
:tar as he is allare, the 1"1rst 3 em. valve \with this type 
or output, are given in a later section. 
SECTION 4. 
THE MEASUREMENT OF INPUT POWER TO MAGNETRONS. 
Summary. 
Some methode of measuring the pulsed power 
supplied to magnetrons are described and the aocuracy 
of the methods discussed. The agreement between the 
results is to within ~j. 
4.1. The neoessitz for reliable measurements. 
The very promising performance of magnetrons 
led them to be favoured for many operational uses in 
the Services. Development work was therefore concentrated 
on them at the ·university of Birmingh~ and at other 
establishments. For a successful comparison of 
characteristics and operating duta, accurate measurement 
ot the input pulsed power to the magnetron is required. 
It was found possible to obtain measurements to a rew per-
cent and this section describes the methods used by the 
author to ensure that a testing unit employee for the 
development of 3 em. vulvas yieloed reliable and accurate 
results. The disagreements, at times amounting to lo% 
between different testing establishments stressed the 
necessity tor t~1a work . 
The problem is to measure to a few percent the 
~ __,.. 
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supply to a magnetron operating at about 15,000 v., 
20 A· ; thia po'ger being supplied in api>roximately 
square pulses ot l~ seoond duration and having a 
repetition rate of 500 per second. Both the overage 
power and the peak power are required. 
A typical shape ot the voltage pulse, given on 
a oathode ray tube, is shotn in figure 15. The current 
could also be registered on the e~e tube but was more 
generally recorded on a moving coil meter, hich 
registered the mean value. Since this rnean current as 
about l /2000 of the peak current, a smoothing circuit 
consisting or a condenser und an inductance wus 
incorporated to protect tho mator (see figure 16). It 
should be observed that because the voltage pulse is 
essentially square, the average wattage 1e the product 
or the pulse voltage and the average current, but if 
the n.u.s. current should bo used 1t must be multiplied 
by the n.M.s. voltage 1n computing the power. 
A number of difficulties are enoow1tered in 
these m~asurements; for example, if we attempt a 
measurement by a diode peak voltm~ter, 1t may record 
the voltage VA or tigure 15 whereas some voltage such as 
VB would be more nearly correct. Errors may also occur 
due to stray reactances, and to res1stanoea having 
notioable reactive properties at the trequeno1es involved. 
Voltages read by the cathode ray tube have the 
great advantage that their pulse shape can be observed. 
an important asset hen examining magnetrons for 
pecularities in their operatioil 1 as, for eaample. 
mode jumps. Because tho voltnge pulse wne substantially 
tlat a comparison between measurements of voltage ith 
the on.tho4e ray tube, and measurements ot voltage .1th 
a diode voltmeter was the object of the t1rat exper~ents. 
4.2. Measurement ot vol.teses by a cathode raz tube. 
The circuit used is shown in f igur e 17. A 
lo reactance potentiometer 'P1 of resistance R1 is 
connected bet\een t he magnetron high tension voltage~ 
and e arth, nnd a portion or th1a voltage is taken by the 
t app·iug point X and fed to the cu thode r ay tube via a 
properly terminated '79 en, coaxial cable. The detl!ected 
trace on the tube is then r eturned to its zero posi t ion 
by a potentiometer P2 · The voltuge in<11cated by the 
VOltmeter V2 then e quals but Op}>Oses the Voltage a t AA 
due to the pulae. If V1. is the magnetron pulse voltage 
then the voltage Ve at AA is:-
v'l v fq.1' ( I ) - r*' I ICJ + t- R, • 
1CJ+i"" 
and hence 
( ~) v. -= 7q -t 1' .,. V~ 79 -r R, - 79 .,. r . 
Rl ooultl be vnried, and values between 70udt nd 1500cf2, 
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4.3. ~.en~urement of voltage by_ a diode voltmeter. 
The circuit is nhown in :figure 18. \ hen 
V2 is leas than the high tension voltage supplied to 
the ma&letron, pulses ot current are sent throu~ft the 
diode. R and C provide a smoothing c1rou1t to protect 
the milliammeter and 1t is sho n l a ter tha t the error 
introduced by their presence i fJ negligible. The 
voltage V2 waa taken Crom the same raagnetron power unit 
end could exceed the magnetron voltage by virtue of . 
the controlling diode betweeil the power peak and magnetron 
figure 19. It the po er unit has an appreciuble ripple 
the corr ect value of V2 1s that at the instant or the 
}JUlse. This -ripple would be ca u:;ed by d1scharpes into 
the pulsar line utter every d1schorge through the magnetron. 
Each chor ge for 15,000 volts 1s equivalent to 20 A. f or 
a ).t aeoolld, that is 20.10-6 coulombs , nnd n oons i deration 
of the power paok components i ndicate that the r1pple 
volts should than not exceed t 150 V. Measureraents by 
un auxiliary cn:tllode ray tube suggested thnt the ripple 
was rather leas than this. Hence the value for V2, as 
given by a voltmeter ( bich 1nd1oa tea the meon vol t age} , 
should be to w1th1n l % of the true value. 
Another poss ible error may occur through the 
milliammeter hnving a finite eena1t1vity which results 
1n the possibilities of vol tages developed across R, and 
the diode, at the apparent point ot balance. A a1rople 
caloUlat1on, however, aho a that, ith t he smallest 
detectable current being about .J.(.o m.A., the combined 
-
peak voltages across R and the milliammeter is well under 
a volt and tlleretore insigniticunt compared with the 
voltages in queation. The emia 1on from the diode was 
checked. For V~o • emission, whioh corresponds to ~o mA· 
mean ourr·ent, the voltage drop aoroaa the diode was 
considerably less than 100 v. The error ia of the same 
sign as that introduced by the power ptiok ripple but even 
then the combined error is less than 1.5%. Tl,ansi t time 
erteots in tho oiode are or no ac~ount tor the periods 
and the voltages involved • . 
The results ot meaeuremonto taken simultaneously 
trom the cathode ray tube nnd from the peak voltmeter are 
givon in i'1~e 20, and the agreement may be considered 
satisfnotory. In routine measurements the cathode ray 
tube method as employed, the pulse voltage thus obtained 
baing multipl1od by the mean current to yield a value for 
the mean input power. 
The input ~o er can also be found from the 
temperature rise ot the cooling water, provided that no 
h18h trequency power is radiated by the ma~1etron. This 
is a valuable means ot showing that the routine method 
surrers rrom no w1suspected errors. Measurements by these 
t o methods 111 no be described. 
4.4. Oalorim~~rio measurements ot power. 
Lagging was plaoed r ound the magnetron and a 
the~ooouple unit placed on the input and the output 
water ~eads to indicate the rioe in temperature • 
• During the experiment this rise was kept oonetant by 
varying the nater tlow. The rate ot tlow would then 
be proportional to the heat removed by the water. The 
loss of heat by radiation and conduction trom the lagged 
magnetron 1a constant and oould be determined but owing 
to the temperature rise being less than 3~00 this 
correction may be sorely omitted. For example, the 
radiation loss rrom any part ot the rnagnetron hioh 
happened to be exposed would not exceed the blaok bod7 
radiation loss of 2.4 lo-3w. per square centimeter, and 
the conduction loss through the cotton .ool lagging is 
less than 0.02 w. over the entire surface. That tbese 
losses were negligible aa shown by the tact that hen 
about halt the lagging was remo•ed no detectable change 
in the ater temperature was observed. To avoid loss 
by radio frequency radiation, the out})Ut feed ot the 
magnetron as rapped with metal foil in good contact 
with the mngnetron output stem. Precautions against 
losses trom the cathode leads are given, in some detail, 
later. 
The calibration of the calorimeter system bl~he cathode 
heater watt's. · ' 
The cathode heater, rated at 5 to 6 volts had 
its input wattage measured by' an ammeter and a vol tmeter 
which were probably correct to 1% and certainly correct 
to ~~. At 5.95 v. the current was 2.80 A. corresponding 
to 16.7 w. The standard readi ng of the thermocouple 
meter recording the water heating was deoided upon as 30, 
this corresponding to a deflection large enough for 
accurate re-setting and being equivalent to 3.3oc. rise 
in temperature. For the lo.? w. input 1.19 c.c. of 
water per second were required. Henoe the calibration 
of the system is 16.7 + 1.19 or 14.0 w. input for eaoh 
o.o. or water per eeoond. 
4.4.(continued} The determination o~ the input higA tensipn 
power. 
Before measurements could be made with certainty 
it was necessary to investigate whether any appreciable 
power is radiated down the oathode leads. It is 
tmpossible to surround these with foil as was done with 
the magnetron output feed, because these leads were 
at high voltage with respect ;to the anode of the magnetron • 
• ith 15,000 v. on the magnetron and 8 t~. mean current 
lnput, a smal.l neon lamp indicated. some l oss of power, 
probabl y a watt or so, from the cathode leads. By 
lowering the voltage to 12,000 v. this loss was appreciably 
reduced being probably t a watt or so, while at 10,000 v. 
none whatsoe~er was detected. Some idea of the 
sensitivity of the neon lamp was obtained by a separate 
experiment which indi cated that a radio frequency output 
of i a watt mean power trom a magnetron as ample to 
light the ~amp. It is therefore sate ~o say that at 
10,000 v . ~he loss ot power by radiation would be less 
than t a watt and sinoe the mean input power varied from 
3? w. to 8l ·W. the error involved would be less than 1.4% 
tor the lower input wattase and loss than o. 67~ for the higher 
input wattage. 
Results. 
The high tension voltage and the average current 
~ere measured tor tour d1f~erent powers, the water flow 
1n each case being adjusted to give the standard derleot1on 
on the thermocouple meter. The results are given in 
figure 2l and ind1oate an agreement between the two methods 
whioh 1a ell within the experimental error . 
Conclusion. 
Measurements of po er and ot voltage have been made 
using methods h1oh differed very oonaiderably 1n technique. 
The agreement obtained suggests that the oal1brat1on or the 
pulsing unl t emJ>loyed should not d1tl,er by Dlore than 2% 
from the correct value. 
~ 
SECTIOli 5 . 
A GENERAL SURVEY IN PREPAHATION FOR SECTIONS 
6 and 7. 
SUMMARY. 
This section, while giving the necessity for the 
measurement of electric fields, has, as its main 
. 
purpose, the explanation of a geometrical solution 
of electrical impedance problems. The results from 
the second of the two examples which conclude the 
·section, are required in section 6. 
5.1. The necessity for govd teat proben and loops. 
The chief properties of electric resonators have 
been described in sections 1 and 2. These properties 
for resonators of simple geometric shapes, e.g. the 
s phere, can be calculated; but for resonators of shapes 
most orten met with in practical design, e.g. the multi-
r e l:) Oua t.or m&.gnetron , such properties are not amenable to 
calculation. For this reason they must be found by 
experimental determination and to~ this work, small 
field exploring units are r equired . These units are also 
vital for examining the standing wave ratio in transmiss ion 
systems. It i s of first order i mportance that the size 
D 
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ot these test units and the power required to operate 
them, oause no apprec iable distortion of the fields 
under observation. For example the resonance of 
the wavemeter shown in figure 6 must not be notioeablJ 
attec ted by the sizes ot the input and the output 
uni ts -in this case l~ops• 
These ~est unite oonsist either of a small 
probe or a ~ma11 loop. Figure 22 chone one ot each, 
together ith n matching section of the author's 
design. That on etficient matching section io at 
times neoesaary was shown clearly by the author when 
first uttem~t1ng accurate standing wave measurements 
on a feeder from a 5 em. oscillator or some lOO m •• 
power. Before more is said about these units 1t is 
desirable to explain a geometrical construction tor 
the solution ot im~edance problems. 
be found i n reference (50). 
The proo:t con 
5.2. A Ge~p1etr1oal construction {oi.rcle d1ngra.m). 
The essentials or the problem are: - Given a 
length of transmiss~on cable ot chnracterist1c impedanc 
Z
0
, and terminated by an 1mpedalloe ~T ' hat is (l) 
the impedance, ZA , at A.A. :figure 23 and what is ( 2) 
the standing wave ratio on the oabl e . For most 
problems i t is adequate to assume the line is losaless, 
in which case the solution is to be tound in the 
formula: -
l = l 
~ 0 
Z! '7'Cos e + i EoSin e 
l oCos @ + i Z_S i n e 
It 8 -= '11 or 'Tf~ ( 1. e. a ,Yrt or \ section of cable) 
the rormula s1mpl1t1es to give ZR = 2rr and Zli =- z:/zrr 
reapeotiv ly. Unfortunately to deter.mine sev~ral 
values ot Z~t between these points, and even one 
value of the standing wave ratio, (when Zr1s complex) 
requires no smull amount of wor~ . If lt were possible 
·to construct a graph ot the expression, we could obtain 
at a glance the vuluea ot ZR ror all values ot Zrr 
and ot e . Thiu is in l .. act what the circle diagram 
does. fie shall further aee that tor any one value or 
ZT on1y two pointe, (the slmple ones already round 
will do) are required to doter.mine uot only the tull 
r~nse o'£ Z R but also the standing wave ratio on the 
cable. W1 th very 11 tt·le more trouble the values (as 
distinct f :rom the ranee) of Z11 tor any value or 8 can 
be read from the graph. In this manner the entire 
solut1on to the problem can be obtained. 
The graph is constructed as follows. Two axes 
are takea, one resistive and the other reactive as 
indicated in figure 24. All values ot 1m1edances 
111 11e to the right or the reactive axis, here the 
rea1et1~e element 1a positive. Moreover, as fJ 1a 
varied, all values ot ~R tor any one value o· Zr· 111 
lie on a oirole having 1ts centre on ox. Th1u cirole 
oan 1mmed1ate1y be drawn because we kno t o values 
ot All • An examiJle ill make this clear. Suppose, 
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Plot the t wo points .Z '1'ond ~o/zr 
as shown by A and B of figure 24. Since the cirole 
hae its centre on OX it can be drawn by using the self 
explanatory oonstruct1on or the figure; M is the centre. 
This cirole gives all posa1~le values ot ZA , and further 
the voltage s tanding ave rctio, hioh is fixed tor any 
one o1role, is g1ven by j~~ . ~here is only one 
more r ela,t1on to be round, nnmely ho· zlf varia round the 
circle with 8 • This is giYen by another set ot oiroles 
which have thelr oentres on the reaatauoe axis. These 
c1roles are oalled v o1roles to avoid confusion with the -
first set of c1rolaa hich are oallod u circles. In -
practice it 1s not in gen.t3ral ueoessury to conatru~ot 
these .I circles because, by a smull ohonge in figure 24, 
th1a secouu set of ciroles bcoomes fixed for all problems. 
They then have Wliversal applicntioL. For this to be true E 
must plo~ not (as has just been done for simplicity) the 
actu~l resistances and reactances, but their ratios 1th --
respect to l 0 • Hence our axes become as in figure 25 · 
a 
and point a A and B &nstead of being Z,. and ~cy'hT l: eooD13 
Figure 26 gives the Wliv·ersal tJat of· 
circles. #hen these are superimposed on the ~ oirole, 
as in figure 27, the vor1ution ot ZA , 1n terms ot the 
oabla len th B • 1a obtained. The v cirolea are ora n -
ror values of fY d1ttering by l5o, 1.e. a mot1on along a 
~ circle from one ~ aircle to another corresponds to 
15 electri cal degrees ot cable. It 8 ia measured 
from the point where the termination Z, is across the 
end or the cable, an increase or e causes the u circles -
to be traYersed clockwise. It may be observed that any 
~ circle cuts a ~. circle nt two p~ints 90° different in e . 
The voltage standing wave ratio, for all points on the 
circle, is given as before by M- . 
The construction just given is usually referred to 
as the circle d iagram solution. 
It 1s important to observe the following extension 
of the circle diagram to admittances: 
The equation used for impedances (see the beginning 
or 5.2.) was, 
This equation can be re~ritten as: 
By writing Rfl =~ ; A'P = L ; f\
0
:...L and multiplying each 
AA Z7 Z0 
aide of. the e~""'ution by ATA
0
vhe following equation 
in admittances is obtained:-
This equation is exactly the same as that :for impedances 
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FtouRE 28. 
admittances aa well as to impedances. Th advantage 
ot this uill be made cl~ur in eJ:sr.lple 2. 
Example 1. 
Suppose 'V!C require the impedanc~ at the 
torminnle 'o£ a l.ine gt;oo long { 1. c. 5 x 1aoo + eoo) 
or chare.c:ter.ist1c mpedance '1.
0
=70 ohms, te1·mina.1;ad by an 
impedance ~T of {80 + lOOi) ohms • 
...,c.lut1on. 
The two knonn valut;s of .ZA expres ed. as a ratio 
and. 
~e. 5o + 1oo i and _zo . 
'JO SO+ /00 (. 
or (1.143 + 1.43:JJ nnd (0.~41- 0.4261). By the 
means or these two points the circle can be constructed 
figure 28, pointa A ancl B. With application of the v -
circles 1 t .i.s clear that a 600 change :i.v cable len~th 
f'l· om A (tho point of termination) , g1 ves the value of 
ind1cutec1 by C. · Hen<:e ~ ( :34-.4-311) olliils. Fu.rthermore 
a glance at the diagram ives the following information:-
( 1) The sta:nd1ng wave ratio is 5.6 : l in volta. 
(2) .AJ) 8 le va ried the r esistive value of' ~A 
11es between 20 obms and 260 ohms, and ZR ~s purely 
19 as1at1ve at these extremes for which tne cable has 
been increased by approximately 25° and 115° raspec~ivaly 
over the original length. 
(3) The r eacliance ralls to zoro t ice for every 
1000 range 01~ 8 • but ls alwnyB 1 thin the range Of 
z, 
0 























(} Conduetanc~ . . 
K · Susceptance ..-
R .Resislance. 
X Reac2"anc.e . 
+115 .51 end .. 115.51 oh ms. 
(4) oan never be purel¥ reactive. 
Example ~· 
In sect i on 6, a oirouit, such as is shown in figure 
29A, had to be oor.aidered. 
assumed to be constant. \le ished to e~amine the 
values of the i rupedanoes at points l.J 2, when the pure 
reac tance ~P and the length of l:i.ne 8 are varied 
independently. te also ished to compere t}ulse 
values with those obtained when the circuit to the 
lett of points 1,2, 1s removed. 
The olut1on is beat obta1ne~ by wo~k1n~ wi th 
admi.;tancea instead of i rnpe<iances. Lot:-
' 




wllero ~o . s 'the c.haracto:risliiC impedances 
C>l t lC 1.1 e. 
v.11er . Z, is the impedenco at po!nts 1, 2 • 
\~hen z, .18 rem(> "'Jed , 1. e. the 1mpedalloe of 
th~ .... :.rc•, 1 t shown 111 figure 29B. 
.. ' t1lld var1es from - ioo to + lr$J 
Zp 
in value • 
dince Ac 1& ~o~uQ aill.nittullc:. looklHg to the rlgllt of 1,2; 
vh~u Ub & ;w.~i a ell VtalUt1S 01 Ac .Lie on n oj rcle. Let 
thJ.¢ bu the clx ele cf' fl ura 290. 
Furthel': 
Bu:t since Ap varies from - -loo 
. 
to + ~oo (and independently cf A0 ) i.t follows that the 
range or Ap and A0 tcaether is given by the shaded strip 
in f i gure 29C . Th~s gives the re.nge of values 
ot A12· 
'Po obtai n t he enswer l.n terrr~s of' imr·cden oes we 
r equire the reciprocal of A1~; i.e. we must invert 
all poi nts OL the sha~ed &trip about the point o, 
the . inversion constant being +1. 
shaded ps.rt of :figl1re 2\lD. 
This €;i ves the 
The dotted circle of figure £9D g1Yes the locus 
of z~ ' i.e. the range of i~pedanc~s when the circuit 
to the lef t of 1 , 2 , is removed. 
6. 
1lfi!!; ~lEASURlJMENT OJ? El:ECTHvl.:~GNE'flG FIELDS 
BY PH0BTI5 J.Nr, BY LOOPS. 
S U.'nina r..x.: 
The general properties of' probes and of loops 
fol' clectro.mttt;.lletic ~·ia,d raouohl·em.t3nts are given. 
Detailed i:nforrtJ..at1on on mutcl,ing sec·~ionD, c1·ys-cel 
recti:fiera, and v~ .. lvo ani.l·li1,icrs, o.ll of which have 
been dcvelopf:d. for 'the efficient Ol)erution ct .. probe 
systems, is also inaluued . 
§. •• 1 . S:mali pr·o bes and. l.>OJ?.S. 
In high accuracy meuhurements of electromagnetic 
1'1~ldR by test pro·bes or ~oops thnre are two conflicting 
requircmentB. Tho first iu, that hO nppr€:cie.ble 
distortior1 ,should nccur in the field which is ·oei:n~ 
measured, and the se~ond that the no~.suring tu!i t should 
give sufficient outp~t to operate the :recording nstrument, 
which ~~Y be a microammetcr or a cnthode roy tube. 
The power required to operote a micronmmeter is abovt 
':'his is therefore very small compared with the 
high frequency pol'.cr a.vuilo.ble, ;:hich, in the case 
of a 3 em. wt:t.yelength cout111uous wave oscillator, is 
of tlle order of 100 mil. It follows from this that 
distortions of the field by the measuring unit are 
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fiOURE 31. 
Brass rin~ holdin<J the CYtjstal unit 
in a distrene insuLa~or, shown ula.ck . 
The cr~stol un.t· and l'he centre c.onduc.tc 
Ot"e not shown in section . 
faoURE 32. 
poor electrical design. The author's work showed 
that this distortl.on of the field by !)robes and 
l oop a wan granter thnn l'lsa f;e:uerally recognised. 
He found 1t neoes~ary to t~ive special attention 
to this probl em, ( see also section 7) . 
The eguivslent c ~rcujt of probes and loups • . 
(i) The prolte. -· This is in eaaencc a short 
length ot wire i nserted into the gulde as uho\'ll in 
t i gure 30., • At AA a coaxial ca.able is uttacued to 
connect (via a mutoh1ug section) to the dett~ctor 
Wli t. The characteristics of the probe seen at 
AA, i.e. l ooking in the direction of' the arrow. 
are , I' ' by Thevenins theorem, those or fl high 
impedance generator. 
. 
( ii ) The l oOJ2• This 1s a slll.all loop of 
wire inserted into ·the guide to link w1 th tho magnetic 
linea of force . An example 1a giveu 1n flgure 50B. 
Again by 'l'hevon1nh theorem it is ovident that a 
small loop hos the propot·t1es of a lo impedance 
generator. 
In practical upplios.tions either a loop or 
a probe can be used: tlle former receives lts e.m.r. 
by linkage with the .lines of magnetic force ond the 
latter by its position along the lines of' electric 
force . Tho choioe between loop or probe sometimes 
rests ith the disposition of tlle field to be measured, 
e . g . for the rhumbatron (llgure 4 ot section 1) a loop 
is preferable, while tor a coaxial feeder elther 
may be used. Where possible the author has always 
preferred u. p rol>e to a loop. The reason is that 
while loops may m1alead tho exparmenter by being 
affected by an electric field' 1ll the direot1ou 
ot A • figure 31, ancl the:rttl>Y behtlving in a manner 
similar to that of proben;, yet 1 t does not seem 
possible tbat probes oan have properties s1m11£&r to 
thostJ o!' loops. It iB l'or thla reason an<1 also 
to avoid the ropeated use of the term 'probe or 
loop' that probes only F.•ra mentioned in thie ·work. 
This does not raoan that the result s are restricted 
to probes, for the : mpedancc of 13. 1}robo bocomes 
ind13tinguis llnblc rr~1m that of a loop which has the addition 
of a Gection of l1ne apl;roximntoly \ in length. 
In p:ruot1oe tll1a section in auppl1e<t by the olnst1c1ty 
ar the matching aaotion. 
Hect1t1cr units . 
r ·he r udio frequeuoy po ~cr rocc1 ved by 
the probe ha!J to be rectil"ied before it can be measured . 
Different typea or rectif~ers a re discussed in the 
subsectlon 6.3, but throughout nost of the ~ork crystal 
reotitlers will be assumed as they are most generally 
used. ~ent1on of the mounting of these rectifiers is 
mnae here becatlse of 11he discusslon on matohing sections 
in tho subsection 6.2. Figure :s2 gi vea tho rnost usual 
mounting. The high frequency choke, placed between 
the concentric conductors, is to allow the rectified 
current to have a circuit through the galvanometer. 
Suoh chokes are about l m.m. in diameter, 5 m.m. long 
and have appr oximately 10 turns of 40 s.w.g. copper 
wire: the number of turns is not critical. With 
some designs of test unit the choke is not necessary; 
e.g., if a loop 1s used instead of a probe the crystal 
current oan complete its path by flowing through the 
loop. 
6_.2. Matching sections. 
MM.tahing sections are necoasary to prov·ide 
:tor the ef'f1o1€H.lt transfer ot power from ·clle p r obe 
to tile rectifier. The simplest design of probe would 
be with no matching section, fisure 33A. This is 
not suit~ble :f'or ~ em .. wavelength work at powers as 
low as 100 mw., unless by a fortuitous choice tho 
dimensions happen to bo corroct for the r~avelength 
used. Good results can honever bo obtained if the 
coaxial ~i~e 1s made vax!able 1n length. Tll~s gives 
a trenstor.mntion of impedance ao ha~ alrc&dy been 
discussed in section 5. It is evident from the same 
·sect·on ~hat the matching range is restricted to 
impedance values l ying on one o1role (and not on the 
whole) o~ the iMpedance plane. Despite thin 
restr1ct1on the performance, in practice, is good. 
fiCURE 3 5. 
A dia9ram indicaC1 n q l:'he Yanqe of t'he 
tmpedonce p..-esented by 'l:ite Crtjslol and p•slon 
~0 t"e coaxtal (!)or fl~Ure 34, See a2so ft~ur-e~9· 
Tunable proue and 
cr~stal recti fer. 
CaFoc:lftj joant to prevent a short circuit 
of me r ectt fi.ed c.u..-renr. 
~ --+ 
I ).l Second 
Amplifiers. 
fiOURE 36 . 
.. 
f"IOURE 3 7. 
• 
C.R.T., Ttme 
t----'*"f: ba.ses, etc ~ 
Fle:x:thle caLte , shael.cLed. 
L~ an eartheci conductor. 
f'tOURE 38. 
To increase further the matohlng range a variable 
reactance was placed in parallel with the crystal 
as in figure 34 and E~ach of the two ooaxials v1as made 
telescopic. The coaxial marked number 1 now sees 
(instead of t he impedance leof the orystal)the 
impedance presented by the crystal in conjunction with 
the parallel reactance. This impedance, (see example 
2 of section 5), oan cover the shaded erea of ~igure 
35, hence it is evident thet the matching range of 
" the whole unit has been increased. Nevertheless this 
design of probe did not yield a larger crystal current 
than could the design given in figure 33B. With all 
designs, the best results seemed to be obtained when 
the length ot the lin~ between the probe and the crystal 
rectifying point was (n + it)~ • If a loop was used 
instead or a probe the length of line was n~ 
It • 
Some 
improvement in performances might perhaps be obtained 
by redesign ot the crystal holder • which might for 
instanoe be backed by a movable piston, figure 36. The 
urgency of other work, auoh as the design of an 
instrument for the measurement of' the standing wave 
ratios on feeder systems , made it necessary to postpone 
further experiments on probes until the design of 
figure 33B was shown to require improvement. 
The possibill ty •.hnt the probe may appreciably 
distort the field in which it is placed must never be 
excluded. Suoh distorti on is a function ot the 
matching ~ystem and it usually increases with 
increase of signal current from the probe. This 
is true even 1t the immersion of the latter is constant . 
More is said of this aspect of the probe in section 
7. 
It is now appropriate to discuss some of the 
rectifiers and recording instruments suitable for use 
in conjunction with the probe. The most sensitive 
detector would be the super-heterodyne receiver. This, 
however, is only used in very s pecial oiroumstanoes 
because tar a~pler systems, such as a crystal rectifier 
and galvanometer, are often ver y s atisfactory and ar e 
much less trouble to make and to use. 
6.3. Rectifiers suitable for the use with probes or with 
other l ow power radio frequency systems. 
Some for.m of rectification must be employed before 
the currents f r om the probe can .be reoo-ded. Partly by 
necessity, and partly tor convenience, the r ectifier 
should be small enough to be incorporated in t he body 
ot the probe system: the crystal ~it already mentioned 
is an excellent example of a compact unit. 
The different rectifiers usually employed can be 
divided into three groups :-
(1) Thermionic Diodes. 
(2) Vacuum ther.mocouple elements. 
(3) Crystal Units. 
These rectifiers will now be considered in turn. 
(l) Ther.m1on1c diodes. 
Small thermionic diodes such as the "D" 
television diodes oan be used as rectifiers for 
radio frequency power in the wavelength region of 
3 om. A valve amplifier is neoessary and some form 
or modulation must be applied to the radio frequency 
to enable this amplification to be possible. This 
method of rectification is ~owever rather insensitive, 
but it can be used for measurements involving very 
high powerJ suoh as, for example, the power from an 
efficient multi-resonator magnetron. There is the 
advantage that the diode is not easily damaged if the 
radio rrequenoy should unexpectedly increase in intensity 
to a high value. 
{2) Vacuum t hermocouples. 
Small vacuum thermocouples (about the size ot 
a ftpea lamp") when used in conjunction with a moviUg 
coil galvanometer, are at times useful because they 
maintain their characteristics over an a~ost indefinite 
period of time. Care not to overload the thermocouple 
heater must be taken as, even though a burn-out does 
not occur, the quality or the vacuum can easily be 
spoilt. The thermal lag or these units makes them 
rather unsuitable tor some operations; for example, 
the searching for an unknown wavelength with a sharply 
tuned wave-meter. The same reason makes them useless 
ror deter~ning the envelope of radio frequency 
pulses. 
(3) The crystal rectifier. 
Since the war there has been much research 
on crystal rectifiers and the result has been that 
they have become one of the most useful ot all 
rectifiers. They are produced 1th sufficient 
meohanloal robustness to stand a considerable amount 
ot handling and vibration. It would be rash to say 
that their calibration can be relied upon, but 
nevertheless the author has found that, with care , 
crystals remain apparently unchanged for several 
weeks. A rough and rapid test for the rectifying 
properties of a crystal is to measure its forward 
and its backward resistance by applying lf v. with 
the polarity first one way and then reversed. A 
value of lOOJ1 or less should be recorded for one 
direction and about 1000J1 for the other direction. 
An instrument, such as the "AvoM1nor" instrument 
~hich can be used for the measurement of resistance 
and which incorporates a single liV. cell is therefore 
admirable for the purpose. On account of the 
resistance network or these instruments the voltage 
applied to the crystal is Less than l! v., and henoe 
the oryatal resistances reoorded do not correspond to 
those just mentioned. For the "AvoM1nor" instrument 
the resistance recorded ia about 250~ for one 
direction and something o~er lOOOSL for the other 
direction. It should be remembered that during 
the testing and during the using of crystals, voltages 
much in excess of l~ volta (resulting in a current of 
some 15 mA. ) may permanently damage the crystal by 
producing what i s technically known as a "burn-outv 
The author usually operated c~rstals below lOO)UA· 
In th1s region the square lawbehaviour can be 
assumed. The instantaneous resvonse of the crystal, 
its good sensitivity and compact nature Jllake it by 
tar the most suitable rectifier for centLmeter wave-
length work. Care must be taken not to overload 
the crystal on pulse work - this is dealt with in 
the following subsection 5 . 4. 
6.4. Indicating instruments. 
Some instrument must be employed to enable 
the current from the rectifier to be observed. The 
t•o instruments moat widely used are:-
(1) A galvanometer corutected directly to the 
rect1f'1er. 
(2) A cathode ray tube used in conjunction 
ith a valve amplifier. 
It is clear from previous remarks that the thermocouple 
rectifier can be used sat1sf~ctory with (1). Its 
slow response however does not arrant its general 
use in conjunction with (2). For almost all the 
work ot this Thesis crystal rectifiers were chosen 
because of thoir quick response. In consequence 
or this the merits of (1) and (2) w111 be discussed 
with respect to this type of rectifier. 
Method 1. The employment of the galvanometer. 
This method is tho simplest, and very satisfactory 
results can be obtained when using continuous wave 
radio frequency. If the osCillator power is of 
the order of ~OOmW., accurate probe measurements 
often require a mirror galvanometer, but for most 
work a mioroammeter with a 0-lOO~A-scale is very 
suitable . The optimum resistance of the instrument 
1s about 300Jt. For pulse Tiorking, either on high 
or on low powers, this system becomes insuff1o1ently 
sensitive if the on-oft ratio or the pulses is small. 
Thi s is because during the pulse, {even though the 
pulse be as short as lo-7 see. ) the crystal current 
cannot be increased much, if at all, over the steady 
value given by continuous wave radio frequency. A 
typical condition,in the Services, or pulse operation 
is with l;Useo. pulses with a repetition rate ot 
1000 a second. This has an on-off ratio of 
I 
I ooo 
and therefore the orystal current is reduced to 1000 ot 
the value obtained with continuous wave operation. 
It follows from this that a 'probe system using a 
crystal rectifier and galvanometer is not suited 
for the measurement of pulsed radio frequency 
power; although for measurements with continuous 
wave radio · rrequenoy power such a probe system is 
e•tramel y satisfactory. The author's development 
of this type or probe system for the accurate 
deter.mination of standing wave ratios in centimetre 
wave transmission systoms is given in the next 
section. 
Method 2. The employment of the cathode ray tube. 
For the opera~ion of a probe in conjunction 
with a cathode ·ray tube, the output from the crystal 
rectifier is ~ed to an valve amplifier, whi ch supplies 
suffioien~ signal voltage to operate the cathode ray 
tube. A gain o~ about 1000 1n the rumplifier is 
required. It must, however, be remembered that 
because of the properties of amplifiers the method 
is restricted in use to modu!ated continuous wave 
radio frequency systems, or, to yulsed radio frequency 
sys tems • . The quick response of the method is however 
or great use for many purposes. Thus it is invaluable 
hen searching with a highly resonant wave meter tor 
an unknown wavelength, or for recording radio frequency 
pulse shapes, or ~or observing sudden changes during 
jhe pulso (figure 37). Care must be taken when 
interpreting the picture on the screen to ~emember 
the possibility of distortion, e.g. that square 
pUlses will become noticeably rounded if the band 
1dth of the amplifier does not pass sufficient 
or the fourier components whioh compose the pulse. 
This method, which uses the crystal rectifier and 
the cathode ray tube, is almost invariably used tor 
accurate work which involves pulsed radio frequency 
power. 
38. 
The general arrangement is given in figure 
Cathode rn;z tube ~i th untuned pro~. 
All the probe systems so fa~ mentioned have 
used matching sections and are frequency sensitive. 
It the adjustment of the matchin~ unit is not correct 
the signal may be overlooked, although by sliding the 
teleacop1o sections and watching thu trace on the 
cathode ray tube there is little likelihood of a 
signal being missed. Nevertheless, i£ another tuned 
instrument, e.g. a wave meter, is used with the probe 
system, it is more difficult to be sure that no signal 
has been missed. This is because both wave meter and 
matching section must be 1n reasonably corr ect adjustment 
before the si~al is received . In such cases it is 
clear that a S¥stem using an untuned probe is more 
convenient. The loss in output signal from the probe 
has to be compensated by increasing, many times, the 
gain of the valve amplifier. For 3 em. work this 
necessi tates an amplifier with a gain or at least 
15,000. suoh an amplifier, with a band width ot 
say 4 Me/sec. ( hioh 1s the least necesaar7 for its 
passing a lfl sec. pulse or apJ>roximately rectangular 
shape ) requ1res some 5 or 6 stages or ampl1f1cat1on, 
each stage requiring care£ul circuit design. If 
care is taken to shield the probe system from unwanted 
electrical disturbances good results oan be obtained. 
The extra complexity which this system involves is 
however hardly justifiable except 1n exceptional 
o1roumstanoes. 
SEOTION '1 . 
THE MEASUREMWr£ OF ST.!UIDil~G \7A VES 
IN TRANSMIS~ION SYSTEW~ . 
surnmarz. 
Th~ee designs of apparatus tor the measurement 
ot standing wave ratios 1n wave guides a r e given. 
The firat two are simple and easy to construct but 
do not appear auitablo for the measurement ot standing 
wa"1es w1 th a ratio of voltage maximum to m1niluum 
smaller than 1.05 : 1. The third is an i mproved 
design by the author and measurements on standing 
wave ratios as close to unity as 1.01 : l were pos s ible 
with this instrument. Full details necessary for 
satisfactory results are given. 
7 •,1. Important factors which influence the desi_sa. 
One of the many uses ot the probe systems, 
which have been described in the previous section, is 
the measurement of the standing wave ratio 1n wave 
guide transmission systems. These measurements must, 
however, be made with caution if serious errors are 
to be avoided. Thus some designs of standing wave 
measuring instruments which the author had seen, led 
him to suspeot that the probe (or loop} disturbed 
the field 1n the guide auttioiently to affect the 
accuracy or the results. lJreliminary experiments 
Skil"'C daCLm te r 
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fully justified this suspicion. It is obvious 
that by lessening the immersion of the probe, 
the disturbance the probe causes in the guide 
can be made negligibly small, but then difficulties 
arise as only a few microamperes are reca1ved 
by the galvanometer. The maximum allowable 
tmmersion tor the best performance i s found to 
vary greatly from probe to probe; sometimes the 
immersion is as much as 2 m.m. while in other 
aases the probe had to be withdrawn until it was 
i mm. back from the wall of the guide. The 
~ers1on distance depends on the diameter ot the 
skirt or the probe, see figure 39, and also on 
the adjus~ent of the matching sys tem. Through-
out all this section the work described refers 
to 3 em. continuous wave radio rrequency of some 
100 mw. power . The measurement ~ystem consi sted 
ot a probe, its matching section and a galvanometer. 
The reasons for this choice have already been 
mentioned in the previous section. 
The probe must bA mounted to move along 
the guide so that it can be made to teasure the 
field at various points. Obviously f or all 
positions or the probe its 1mmers1on should be 
constant and hence the necessity for meohnn1oally 
sound guide rells. Restrictions on the ~idth, 
and to an extent the depth, of the slot are 
necessary to prevent its disturbing the field 
111 the wave guide. The work no about to be 
described is confined to the wave as it 
as around this type of wave that the author's 
work became concentrated. 1ror example the 
development of the H
1 
wave guide feed from 
po er magnetrons (section 10) led to many 
problema. Some of theae problems were: (1) 
the design of matching sections for uoe with 
transmission systems, (2) high power terminations 
und hiM power absorbers for the measurement of 
the radio frequency power, and (3) the Qeasurement 
of frequency pulling as a fw1otion of the standing 
~ave ratio in the ~uide. In spite of the 
• 
restri~tion to the H, ave, the author llas had 
sufficient experience 1 tll the .:o ·"ave to state 
that the general tecru11que for either (ave is 
the same. Should it be that a loop is preferred 
to o. probe a sui tal>le loop Y.ould be 01 e l!lade from 
about 34 s.w.g. copper lVire and of about 1 aq.mm. 
in area. 
Three designs of standing wave measuring 
instruments are given; the first two are 
comparatively simple to construct but are not 
su1ted for the rcteasuremcnt of standing waves ~1th 
, 
TCXlO inc..- ease on 
~1-d'"' d •ornerer. 
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the probe i s tt tto.ched to th<1 side of a wave guide 
which telescopes the main guide as shown in figure 
41A. For guides 1 inch in diameter the wall 
thioknosa of the sliding guide should not 
exc~ed 1/32 inch because uf the disturbance 
cauaed l>y retlections at ita ends J,Jt.,. For 
• 
guides l/~12 inch thick this d1sturballoe gi vea a 
vol tago stnnding v ave ratio of about 1.05 : 1. 
To improve the contact at M 1ihe tube should have 
long1tudenal splits (about 6 mm. long) and a 
slight splaying out tendency given to the 
resulting tongues. T!le d1stu.rbnnce at ;.i.A oan 
be reduced by tapering the metal as in rigure 
41B. 
Clamps for hold1ns probes. 
Erratic eleotricnl behaviour sometimes 
occurs because of a varying conta.ot .between the 
probe skirt and the clamp. It has been found 
to be advantageous to increase sli~htly,. say by 
2 thousandths or an inch, the diameter o!' the 
skirt as 1nd1cutea in fi~ure 42A. Another and 
a better cure is shown in fi~ure 42B, ~hich is 
selr explanatory. 
?~3. I~nroved apparntus for atru1diug wu~ meatiurement. 
\ hen more a.c<:ura te menaureruents or the 
standing uave ratio l ere 1•oquircd 1 t was necessary 
to ~prove the design of the measuring instrument. 
The second, of the two types just given, is 
mechanically poor as it involves brass sliding 
on brass and , in consequence of this, electrical 
troubles sometimes occured at the ends AA, figure 
4LA. This is especially true for high power work. 
Preference was therefore given to the first type. 
It is obvious that if the slot is narrowed sufficiently 
no disturbance by it in the guide will be detected. 
Further 1f the slot should be suf: iciently deep its 
attenuation properties prevent the loss ot electrical 
energy. The high attenuation dispenses, as far as 
the electrical requirements are concerned, with the 
need for a metal plate covering the slot. If, for 
mechanical reasons, a plate should be used it will 
cause no electrical disturbance in the guide. 
The method ot testing for slot disturbances and the 
results obtained. 
The degree of slot disturbance can be 
examined by mounting the slotted tube so that it 
slides over two pieces of waveguide rigidly held 
together as in figure 43A. This figure also gives 
the position of the monitor probe used tor these 
measurements. On sliding the slotted tube, any 
change in the monitor probe current must be due 
to the slot. Mounting the tube as in figure 43B 
will not be satisfactory because, on sliding, the 
discontinuities at AA are also moved. (It has 
been suggested that by making the length or the 
slot electrically oorreot the reflections from 
one end ot the sloi will combine with the 
reflections from the other end and produce 
neutralisation. While this may be true as 
tar as the wave suide is concerned, it is not 
true as far as the probe is concerned. This 
1s because over the range Mll, in which the 
probe slides, the slot disturbance in the wave 
guide is caused by a reflection from only 2B! 
end or the slot) . Teats showed that in a l 
inch wave guide a slot 1.8 mm. wide and 2i mm. 
deep (i.e. the thickness of the wave guide wall 
was ertectively 2t mm.) had a negligible disturbance 
on the monitor probe (leas than 1 in 70). It 
was neoeaaary that the slot was positioned as in 
tigure 44A. If the slot is turned so that the 
electric tield has a component aorosa the slot, 
power is ot course immed~ately transmitted through 
the slot. A rotation up to 100 from the position 
shown in f i gure 44A was allowable before this 
ef!ect became troublesome. 
Details of the probe. 
(a) Details of the skirt. The skirt had 
to be much smaller than had previousl y been used; 
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a suitable dosign 1s shown in t1gure 45. This 
skirt has to move along a slot which, however ell 
made , baa irregularities. In the best cases these 
irregularities ill be amall, but, to reduce their 
ettact, and tho etfeots oauaed by any slight ehnke 
i n the probe carriage, it is best to pass the skirt 
tnto the alot and perhaps allow it to project 
s l ightly into the guide. Tho amount of immersion 
posai ble ithout disturbing the guide was round 
by an auxiliary monitor probei the experimental 
set up being similar to that in figure 43A. The 
test is pertormod by moving the carriage, with 
skirt, along the slot, and 1norcaning the ~~ers1on 
until the monitor probe becomes affected. Th1s 
oooured ith an immersion ot o.5 mm. and hence 1t 
oan be concluded that an tmmers1on or 0.25 mm. will 
be se.:re. (For this teet the eud of; the guide can 
be left open to the air as the resulting standing 
wave is ot no consequence to the e:xperiment). 
(b) ~etails of probe ire • •• The diameter ot the 
wire did not seem to ~tter: about 40 s. ~ ·S· bare 
copper was used, and a length ot l mm. projecting 
beyond tho skirt ae found sat1eractory. The method 
of testing au aimil&r to that juat described tor 
the skirt, except that it is neceaenry to connect 
the complete galvanometer c1rou1t and to adjust th 
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match1ng .ayatam. It must ne~er be overlooked 
that the dia·tortion of t he wave guide field 
due to the proba depends not only on the 
1mmora1on of tho probe but also upon the 
adjuatl:tent of tho matching system. For the 
l mm. probe length, the me.tch1ng s ection can be 
aet to yield a ~t~tmum output on the galvanometer 
and it was al~QYO under these conditions that 
the probes nero uned. 
The r1rst experiments 1nd1onted a very err et1o 
behaviour 1n the def'lectiCJns illdioated by the 
recording galvanometer. Fluctuations ns much 
as 20% would sonot1mss occur and the eystam wee 
useless until two spriugy phosphor bronze contacts 
were soldered to tho skirt to rub against the sides 
qt the alot,t1gure 46. Very sa;isfaotory results 
were then obtained . 
Detail~ or t~e carr1ase tor the Erobe. 
A stmple oar~iage is .shown in figure 47A 
and 47B. It consists or a steel strip, guided 
by two studs fitting the width or the slot and 
held down by brase plate~ . Tho Gtrip 1e made 
trom steel bocauae braas sl1d1ng on brass is 
unsatisfactory. Ths studs can ean1ly be made 
short enough ')o llrevent any posuible intoraot1on 
with tho eleotrio waves. It is esnent1al that 
the machining and the workmanship or the guides 
should be good and that the carriage runs true 
with respect to the slot. For instanoe it the 
guide has an error whioh alters the probe 
immersion by a thousandth or an inch a change 
ot some 2% in the probe output oan be expected. 
In the apparatus, the author constructed, the 
output from the p.,obe was some 81;, lo er to ards 
one end of the slot. By oaretul scraping or 
the guides this e,., could be reduced to lese than 
2,o. 
7.4. The general ~ertormanoe or th~ improved nrob~ 
system and the conclusion to this seot1on. 
The performance or the high quality instrument 
tor the determination ot standing ave ratios as 
round very aatisraotory and much superior to any 
other previously used. In cases where the signal 
strength is lo it 1s obviously an advantage to use 
\ 
the maximum immersion or· the }lrobe, consistent 
ith 1ts causing no undue disturbru1ce in the guide. 
In order that this disturbance could be easily tested 
tor,an auxiliary probe was inserted as shown 
d1agramat1oally 1n figure 48. It is 1mmator1al 
hether or not the guide is affected by the presence 
ot this . probe a1noe 1 t need ,only be inserted vhen 
tests on the main })robe are required. On 
withdrawal of the probe, a hole is of course 
le~ in the side of the ,ave guide but if the 
size of this hole is ot the order of 1/8 inch 
in diameter and at least i inoh in length its 
presence does not cause a measurable disturbance 
to the field in the guide. 
SECTION e • ... ... .... . . . . . . 
WAVE GUlDES. 
This section, apart from the last subsection 
a.u. oontai11s no ne ~ork by the author, but deals 
with such fundamental propert1ee ot wave guides as are 
involved in hie r.esearche described in later sections. 
No attempt to derive these properties is made as a fUll 
detailed account of, e.g. the cutoff frequency, cen be 
found 1n the many pap rs dealing ith the subject, (2) 
(3), (11), (44). 
A ave guide is a metal p1pe filled usually 
IN 
1th air although aome cases 1t is f~lled ~ith a lo 
" loss d1electr1c such as polystyrene. If the material 
1n the guide hna a permeab111 ty )1 and a. dielectric . 
constant t then the electric field E, and the magnet1o 
field H, must sa~isfY the axwell lield equations ot:-
!if = Curl H . 
-~ W = CurlE , 
diVE - 0 • 
dtv H =- o •. 
The boundary cond1t1uns ror Lese e <_tuat1ons are given by 
the alls ot the guide and 1t 1a adequate tor the purpose 
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• For a wave travelling in the direction of 
z, the dep~ndenoe of the Z coordinate can bo in the 
By choosing a system or axes · 
as shown in figure 49 the general equations, by 
elimination of' E;a;. , E~ , . H~ 1 H!t , yield two 
indepondont equations in E~and Hi 
of t heae equat i ons is:-









and so, a~art f~om the solution Ez H2= 0 (which is 
of no ~resent concern as it appliea to a guide with 
a.n internal conductor ~ there u:-e two seta ot solutions:-
" 
H~ ~ 0 with Ez a solution. of equat1on (l) - {4) 
Ez ::~ 0 wi th Hz a solution of aqua t1oll (l) - (5) 
For f~ee propagat~on the angular rrequenoy of the wave 
must excsed a oritiaa.l value We given by equation (,?,), 
as oth\!rwise K becomes imaginary. 'I'his value of We. 
depends on the guide dimensions and the type of wave 
wi thin it. The waves correspondi ng to the solutions 
of equation (4) have a oomponen~ of eleotrio foroe 
in the direction or propa~ation and are termed ~ 
waves. S~i~arly the waves corresponding to the 
solution ot equation (5) are termed H waves. - There 
a re many forma of E and H waves but for the transmission 





our apeoial consideration. 
For t~c rcctu~gular guide the solution, very 
briefly outlined above is comparatively simple but 
tor the circular guide rtt is more ii.tVOlved. In 
practice the circul~r guides es 1ell as rectangular 
guides er6 ot great importance end the constants, tor 
the more simple aves or eaoh guide, ure glven in 
tigUl·e 5C. 
,1th the circular guide the H1 critical rrequanoy 
• ia lower than that of any other ave. Hence guides can 
be d031gnod to pnas the H1 r-ave but to attenuate all 
othero . Tll1B ff1ct is frequently used to produce a 
ave, 1.o., a. wave or one type only. .after 
the 111 we.vc tbe next wave to be passed by the circular 
guide ls the ,
0 ave. If oure is tal:en in exciting 
the ~ 0 avo 1n the guide, this ave can be obtained 
1n o high state of purity, i.e. the amount of H
1 
ave 
preaen~ is very small. The E
0 
guide should not be 




aves t7h1oh have 
e. outorr value given by A.~ o . e2.d. 
All hollow guides (or guides f1lle~ with a 
d1eleotr1o) have their phase velocity ( v-') greate1· 




The phase velocity is given by: 
c 
JJ ' 
where f., a the outott rrequeney 
of the guide . 
Prom this 1 t tollo s th(lt the ave length Ag 1n 
the guide is greuter than the.t ot tree space. 
'fhe veloo1ty of energy tranam1sH1on (the group 
velocity) 1s given by u ' = cjl - (:fcl.f)?v * 
ave gu1de~aa trans~iss_~qn'uni~. 
To a vary large extent ave gujdes resemble 
~he more usual feeder linea. For example e ~ave 
guide cun be correctly terminated by a resistive l oading 
just as the ooax1al line oe.n be oorreotly terminated 
by 1ts oharooteristic impedance . Further a. guide 
ot ono size meeting a guide of another size requtrae 
a matchi ng unit 1£ standing aves are to be avoided. 
Impedanae elements 'f.or wave guides usnally 
take tha form or irises, 1.e. rings of metal fitting 
the gu:i:de. A ~atching acct1on usually oonsista 
either of an .tr1s or var1ubla siza whioh can be moved 
at least n diatauce or ~ \
9 
.. long the gulde, or, a 
aac:t1on conta~u1ng two ihJeponder,tly moving irises, 
one capable of moving ut least ~ ).
9 
and the other 
at least ,.\'3. For e. tull undsrstanding of rnn tah1ng 
oect1ons the author gives reference (44) from ,h1ob 
:rurther references can also be found. 
Note . mhe a~1lar1ty of behaviour of the 
eoaxisl line and the waveguide 1s orten helpful hen 
one is malting preliminary operations w1 th ave guides. 
Tho author feel& however that it cannot give a true 
ror exa.mple, 
there are no t wo terminalD to a gu1do and the 
impedance can no longer be defined as f • It 
is indood necssaar~ to &~em1ne the ~u1ae from the 
waYe aspect (46); the i mpedance, tor example, can 
• £lEC. field (V./me~re.) 
then be dof' i nell aa a field l:ruledanee, i.e • as ~f,elq(A.Jmer~) · 
.!h.& Rel.!!S.!_O_:~~~ J!.t ~R0;!1Jll .. ~H,d \';aVe guide teede. 
For high power operation t here is no doubt as to 
the value of the holloP v.-ave guide, but before its 
E!dVantac;ea e.1·o mentioned 1 t will be useful to g1 ve a 
fe of the almost indespenaible uses ~r the ooax1al 
oablo_. 
P.!l~ial cab,l.E!. 
Unlike tho wave gnida the coaxial onble has 
no cutoi't frequency and ao a. ·.ma-ll cable of outside 
diameter about i iuoh o~~ operata over the oomplete 
ould cuuee e. voltage brec*-kdown) • Also, the flexibility 
ot the cable mal~ as 1 t 1nvelu£.ble 1'cr stand 1ng wave 
. 
meaEW.'mants o.fl(1 for lo?~ pov.er l'~eds such as are 
9 em. rag.ton tl1c o.tter1ua"'1on is· very rougl"'&ly bet een 
5 nnd 10 db/m, and 1 hCl"SG.6ea as tha wavalangth 1e 
deoreaaeu" Long d:..u tcuvJe ' ork~ng 1 · therefore impossible • 
attenuation ot a tew db. is often us eful f or obtaining 
stabi lit y. The cable diameter should not be t oo 
large,for then wave gui de propagat i on becomes 
possible and an i mpure wave is forn~d . For example, 
an a ir coaxial cable made from oonduotors 'Y,binch 
and tb inch in diameter is roughly on the border l ine 
of giving wave guide pr opagation for 3 om. waves. 
Wave gui des. 
For t hese guid~e there is a minimum di ameter 
o~ the order ot A 1 and inconsequence of this, wave-
guides are uauftl l y only practical for wavelengths less 
. I 
than 10 em. Gu~dea oan b~ reduced in size by ~ by 
tilli ng t he guide with a medium of dielectric constant 
e, but then, at the wavelengths considered, ther e i s 
a very appr eciable l os s of energy ev~n with the best 
of insulators . Thus the chief disadvnntage of guides 
1a their si ze and consequent inflexibility. There 
are however no t able adventages . The first ot these 
1s t hat, owi ng t o there being no relatively small 
inner conductor or d1electr1~ 1nsulfltion in the guide, 
the attenuat i on is very much leas than that or t he 
coaxial, being abo,tt 0.15 db/m. to~ copper construction 
at 3 om. avelength. Perreanent benda cun be made wi t h 
thesP, hol low guides and if made over a distcnoe of 
several wavel engthe cause only a very small d1sturbanoe 
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(4'7) 1 ( 46~ , llc:ro s:r~onn that nith propor design a 
~:. design 
taken fron ono ot the 1'n1Jer. ) rJon t:·.cn1e ll 1;::; ~;hewn 
1n figure 51. 
8. 3. Chaggip.g the ~;a"Ve fr·om one t;n;•s to ano~her. 
The wave type mey bG delib~rately chaceed from 
one ~o another because aach tyve has its own 
:part iouls.r advantages . As already rru~ ... Ltioned the 
H, wave can traver where all other wo.vce are highly 
a ttenuated , but on the other hand, it, unlike 
t he E0 wave, laoks symmetry nbout the direction 
ct pr opagati on. 
joi nts the E
0 
Fc1· purposes involving rotat::tb le 
wave 1a often essential. A trenstormatiol 
f rom one type to enot her ia theretore souetimes 
desirable and i t odn be achieved by auitably fee ding 
t he wave i nt o the second guide. The principl e of 
the t ranstorma,; i on can bo Ulldvrstood by consi dering the 
direot ion of tha electri c vectors in figure 52. 
8. 4. Wave gui de feeds. 
The usual method of :feeding a. wave guide is t o 
excite the field by a amall half nava antenna i n the 
guide. The aatenna shape ia selected t o sui t t he 
typ9 ot wave ;roJ)a~ated, that is ~ i ts alaotrio nnd 
magnet ic f'1eJ.ds apJ~roxirno.te to those req_u.ir ed in the 
guide . The a c tual fields sat up are very complicated 
but i f the guide is not unnecessarily bi g only the 
- /.. 
Wave ~uide feed.. Horn 
( 
'\;.Wave 9uide feed. 
t . 
Mirror (shown in section). 
relat i vel y s~ple waves can be propagated. 
Me t hods ot excitation of the E
0 
and H1 waves 
are s hown 1n figure 53 and are self explanatory. 
Matchi ng is generally performed by movable irises. 
Power can be taken trom the guide by a system 
simi lar to that which feeds the guide, although 
tor high power transmitters radio frequency power by 
radiat i on from the end ot the guide 1s preferable. 
Hi ghl y directive beams oan be obtained by electro-
magnetic hor ns (4) or by mirrors (49), figure 54. 
~5. The joining of one guide to another. 
The joining of guides presents no difficulties 
and it a sli ght m1smavoh oan be tolerated the guides 
can be telescoped together. ~n For guides 3~ thick, 
the voltage standing wave ratio, due to the mismatch, 
is about 1 . 05 : l. The inner guide is usually 
spr ung by a short longitudinal slotting to ensure 
good contact at the end or the guide. The author 
found however, that with thin tubes good joints could 
be made by slightly expanding the end of the inner 
tube {e.g. by forcing in a metal cone), thus giving 
a good rubbing contact ror the important first millimeter 
of the guide. Under high powers, sparking at poor 
joints and at adjustable pistons causes noticeable 
corros ion or the guides, no doubt due mainly to the 
rormation or oxides or nitrogen. To ease the eliding 
motion or pistons e t c ., a little vasaline does not 
appear to be harmful. 
In work where no mismatch must occur at the 
join, a flange butt joint is satisfactory. One 
suoh j oint · is shown in the d1ngramat1o sketch of 
figure 55 of t he next section. The f'langea should 
be stout sp that the screws may be well tightened, 
and s~me means , such as two pins, must be provided 
for aligning accurately the axes ot the two wave 
guides. 
SECTION 9 
THE MEASUREMENT OF MAGNETRON OUTPUT POWER. 
WATER LOAD TERMINATIONS FOR WAVE GUIDES USING 
CIDiTIMETER WA VELJJ~"GTH RADIATION. 
SUmmarz 
Experiments on a new type of absorber for the 
aoourate measurement of radio teequenoy power are given. 
The design of two power measuring instruments (calorimeters) 
are des cri bed : one 1s for routine measurements on 
magnetrons fitted with coaxial output feeds, and the 
other i s t or magne trons fitted with wave guide output 
feeds. 
In the early days of 3 om. ~ult1-resonator 
magnetrons , i t became evident that some reliable output 
power measuring device would have to be built. As a 
result ot this demand the author carried out the 
experi ments descri bed in this section. Coaxial output 
f eeds were at that time fitted to magnetrons but it 
seemed to the author, and to other members of the 
laboratory, that the most satisfactory design for a 
power measurement unit would be one in which the matching 
section was so designed that it gave a transformation 
from the coaxial cabl e f eeder,to a wave gui de feeder. 
This wave guide would then be correctl y terminated 
by a non-reflecting water absorber to whi ch the 
principles of continuou~ flow ~alorimetry could 
be applied. 
One or t he most important conditions the 
author plaoed on the absorber was that its properties 
should be independent or wavelength change, 
preferably over a r ange at least as muoh as 2.8 em. 
to 3. 6 em. For thi s reason he did not favour · 
the use of matching sect i ons, such as a length 
of dielectric a quar ter of a wavelength long, whose 
dimensions were a function ot the wavelength. It 
might seem that this s 1mpl ltication is unnecessary 
but if the t erminati on is not sensitive to wavelength 
the operation of the measuring unit is greatly 
simplified. Thi s is an i mportant consider ation 
where routine work is concerned. 
Another impor tant property would be the 
response time of the system, and, since a continuous 
flow me thod is envisaged , the volume of the absorber 
shoUld not be so gr eat as to require more than a aeoond 
or two for the a t er to sweep through. 
The des ign visualised by the author as 
same form ot " Tapered" absorber; i.e . a slow transition 
from wave guide to abs orber by making the latter i n 
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With the help of experlments a rough idea of the 
reflection from a mass ot water was known. Then, 
by ass~1ng this water to be spread out over 6 
wavelengths of guide, a very rough idea of the resulting 
reflection 'f.'as obtained by graphical summation of 
the reflection over the length of nter. The 
results showed a greatly reduoed reflection, and 
therefore a reduced standing ave ratio in the guide. 
9.r. Preliminary work and a termination for low power 
guides. 
The experimental sat up to test these absorbers 
is given i n figure 55. Details need not be explained 
again because the standing wave measuring instrument, 
for example, has been fully described in section 7. 
The final design of section 7 had not however been 
developed at the time of these eXperiments which began 
in 1942. The type of standing wave detector used 
was the first of the two types described under sub-
section 7.2. The probe system used was that ot figure 
33B, aectlon o, and was connected to a high gain 
amplifier to operate a cathode ray tube. 
Preliminary experiments on tapered absorbers 
were made by using wedge shaped pieces of cardboard 
saturated with water to absorb the power . They were 
kept cool by an air blast in the wave guide. The 
shape A of figure 56 seemed preferable to that or B 
~22S~2\~2Z~S2Z~S=z~s~z~s~z~soc~~------------------
A Rlssoruer. 
a Rl.Tsor Ltrr restinq ;,., its po~ition for 
use in o w a u e <3 ui de . 
A 
B 
Fa OURE 57. 
I 
WAve qui de. 
Radiation from Osc:iHa.tor. 
A~uada9 A LsorLer , the dimensions are in the l!exl:. 
iransmission unit s . I t consisted ot a piece of 
glass tubing of diame t e r about t of that of the 
wave guide and drawn down to a point as in figure 
57. The t otal l ength for a 2.5 om. diameter guide 
was 60 om. , but a shorter length may also give good 
results . The outside of the glass 1s coated with 
. 
aquadag in a layer sufficiently th1ck to be opaque 
to l ight. When s o used 1t gives a voltage standing 
wave ratio of 1 . 05:1, or less. There is the 
advantage that the absorber is movable along the 
wave guide without the trouble caused by reflections 
from a telescopic aeotlon of wave guide. This 
movement is useful for the "trimming" of absorbers 
(see t he end of this section) by judicious removal 
or addi t i on ot aquadag to ~prove the standing wave 
ratio. The pr operties of the ter.mination appeared 
insensiti ve to wavelength changes over the region 
tested hich was from 2.9 em. to 3.5 em. For work 
using 3 em. continuous waves at a power of about 
a watt, suoh an absorber has been found very useful. 
It has , ror example, been employed in testing the 
design at matching sections between magnetrons and 
their transmission r eeders. 
~ . 3 . Glasa contained water absorbers tor high power 
measurements. 






Scale f li st~e . 
is now clear. It must begin as a cylindrical 
helix and then toper down touards the centre ot t 
ave guide as suggested by figure 56A·. Absorbers 
in the form o't a oonioe.l helix, figure 58, ere 
made trom 0.76 mm. glass tubing through which 
ater as passed. They behaved ell giving a standing 
ave ratio or 1.1:1. BY far the larger part ot 
. 
this standing av e.s caused by tne bend at A. 
Thus. i f stationary ater were used, the absorber 
became very hot nt A h1le the remainder was barely 
arm. By ~educing the diameter of the glasa 
tubing to 0.5 • at the tront end and uniformly 
increasing the tube diameter to l mm. to ards the 
smaller end or the helix, the standing wave ratio 
could be improved to 1.03:1 1n volts. Care muet 
however be taken to keep the return tube, passing 
down the inside or the helix, as olose as possible 
to the all of the ave guide, especially at the 
front end. This design ho ver has a resistance to 
the ater tlow hich 1s too h1gh tor oonven1ent 
use ith constant head tanks. 
This ditticUlty of water tlo resulted in 
the oonioal helix design being mod tied to one in 
h1oh the 1mpedanoe ot the wave guide 1s changed 
in order to reduoa the standing ave caused by the 
absorber. t the same t~e, to obta in a larger flo-
of water, the bore of the tubing was increased. 
A conical helix 10 em. long was made from tubing 
of 1.9 mm. internal bore, figure 59. Such a helix 
gives a standing wave ratio of about 1.4:1 in vol ts, 
hen oare is taken in keeping the exit tube close 
to the wave guide all at A. If p is the re:rlection 
coefficient or the absorber and if V is a measure 
of the voltage amplitude of the oncoming wave, then 
. the refloated wave is pV and the 
ot the resultant wave is V + Yp_ 
V - Vp 
maximum to minimum 
I + f'. or - - • This, 
I - p 
whioh is the value of the standing wave ratio, has 
just been stated to ~e about 1.4 which makes f . o.l67. 
l .h Now a wave guide of· 1 b inoh diameter 1 increased 
by a step to a wave guide of li 1noh, gives an 
impedance change in the ratio of about 1.4:1. This 
by the usual transmission line theory, produces a 
reflection coefficient of 1*4 - J·o or 0.167. It 
1·4 + I·o 
follows from what has just been said that a similar 
absorber made to fit a lt 1noh guide whi ch is stepped 
up from a ] Y,b inch guide, as 1n figure 60, should 
provide a very much better termination. This is 
because the impedance change due to the absorber should 
be approx~ately balanced out by the impedance change 
of' the wave guide. 
A unit was made ac cording to the dimensions 
of figure 60 and it gave a s tanding wave ratio of 1.06:: 
in volts . Two others wero construct ed in 
wh!oh the I 11,b inch guide, instead of increasing 
to lt i nch, i ncreased to ' J ~a, inch for one and 
·t o l~ inoh for the other~ Each of these gave 
a s t anding wave ratio which was not quite so good 
and hence the initial s i ze or lt i noh is not fer 
from the best. This ~design of absorber is 
satisfactory. mechanical ly. With a convenient 
ater f l ow of 1 cc. per second enteri ng at the 
back and leaving at the f r ont, via the inner tube, 
the response time 1s about two seconds. To obtain 
the ahorteat response t i me the direction of flow 
18 of some i mportance because nearly all t he energy 
is absorbed in the f ront half of the helix and 
hence this end shoul d ooiL~eot ~1th the exit tube. 
At fas t er r ates of flow the response time is s till 
more ravourable. On account or ~he reflecting 
coefficient of a stepped wave guide being not 
cri tical to f r equency, it ic unlikely that the 
behaviour of the system will be af1eoted by frequenc~ 
changes of a moderate nature. Over the range of 
wavel engths f r om 2.Q om. to 3 .55 em. no change was 
experimentally detected. 
Final Desi@ 
The robustnes s and rel iability of t hese 
absorbers l ed them to be adopted immedi atel y for 
Power fr CJm 
m a ~ne4ron. 
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wU·n the rmo .c: oup l.e vni ~r·~ a ttaehed. 
R RuLbe 1r connec t, n~ tubes . 
Q ~Ruube Y input Qnci out·pu ~t tu ues. 
routine measurement. Inordor that the unit should 
be us compact as poss1ble,exper1llents on a shorter 
design were made and 1t appeared that the taper 
could be steeper except tor .the first 3 om. This 
resulted in the double taper design indicated 1n 
t 1gure Gl. The measurement of the heating ot the 
ater was by t o copper-constantan thermojunotions. 
The ther.mojunctiona were made by inserting t~o l om. 
lengths or 1~5 mm. bore copper tube in the input 
and output ater leads and connecting the oopper 
tubes ith a length or constantan as short and as 
thick as possible, to keep its electrical resistance 
low. The lo er this resistnnoe is kept the less 
the effect of the electrolytic voltages caused by the 
ator at the oopper tubes . On the other hand the 
oonstantan must not be so thick aa to oonduot an 
undue amow1t of heat from the hot junction to tho 
+ 
oold jw1otion. A cons tantan 1re 1.9 em. long 
and o.oa em. in diameter was ohosen and the heat 
transfer through this, hen the ater flo is over 
80 c.lC. m1nute,oannot produce an observable error. 
9.4 . ~ investigation into Eoer.ible errors. 
It 111 next be sho .n that only negligible 
losses can be introduced by:- (a) the loss of heat 
to the wave guide by its direct contact ith the 
hel1x; and (b), the radiation and convecti on current 
losses trom the h l1x to 1te enclosure. This 111 be 
+See foot note ne:t page. · 
rolla ed by .an account of the calibration of the unit. 
For (a ) it is known that the helix makes a local 
contact here and there because its front end rests 
in the step of the guide. The contact area however 
onnnot be mor e than one or two square millimeters. 
A s i mple calcul~t1on of heat conductivities shows -
that w1th a water flow of 80 c.c. per minute (the 
minimUm used) to lose 1% of the hee.t by oonduotion 
through this oontaot 1 the area or the contact would 
have to exceed 30 sq.mm. This area is tar in excess 
of anyt hing possible with this design. In the second 
cause of error, (b); the radiation l oss can be 
estinated and. amounts to not more than o.&J->. This 
assumes that the uater is a black body radiator (the 
worst possible case) surrounded by a wavo guide the 
walls of whi ch have a heat r eflecting power of some 
97,%, a reasonable rigure for the long heat ~aves 
involved . The convection losses are not so easily 
determ,.ned. 
+ It is interesting to note that if', bett.een the input 
and output points of such a system heat is ted from the 
hot water to the oold water by some conductor, then parts 
of the system can have a temperature rise as much as 
dohble that which occurs between the input and the output 
water. This may result in an error. positive or negative 
according to the thermojunotion positions. 
The most convin~ing meftsure of the magnitude or the 
error involved under b iS to obtain the combined -
losses of (]i by experi~ent. A glass tube 3.2 em. 
in diameter, which is about the maximum diemeter of 
the helix , and 19 om. long was f illed wi th water and 
plaoed in a brass tube uhioh cleared it by o.a em. 
A stirrer, a heater coil, and a thermooeter were inoorpor 
ated in the apparatus. To mai ntain the glass tuba at 
17°0 above the surrounding brnss tube,l . 8 w. were 
necessary. The glass helix handling 100 w. of radio · 
frequency power runs at thie temperature rise, and, 
since the area of the helix is a little less than l /3 
of that ot the glass tube, 
I • 
tha l oss of power would be 
o.u w. it ·the ent1~e helix was at 17°C above its 
surroundings. Actually, one end of the helix is 
oold,and the average temperature excess will be about 
one hal f of this value, thus g1v1ng a l oss of about 
0.3 watts or 0.3% which is a very small amount. 
9.5. Calibration of thor~ooou~le system. 
The basis or the method used tor the calibration 
of the thermojunctions was to heat the water eleotrioallJ 
This has the advantage that tho input power is easily 
measured. The method might be criticised in that 1t 
iR more fundamental to obtain this input power by 
measuring the temperature rise or the water. This 
however is not the oaae bocause wa are not di rectly 
.. 
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ftCURE 6'2. A. 
interested in temperature but rather in the relation 
between the input watts end the thermojunotion 
recording instrument. The voltmeter and ammeter 
used t o record the powe~ were both compared with 
the laboratory standard and suitable eorreotiona 
were applied. Manganin wire number 30 a.w.g. was 
used for the heater coil, surficient length being 
used to give a resistance of 35 .Q, • The connections 
made on the manganin coil itRelt we~e tTom 26 ga~ge 
copper wire. Heat conducted away by these leads 
and the ~oltage dropped along them, cause a negligible 
error, the actual amount being about O.l%. The 
first method of making the heater was to wind the 
resistanoe wlre on the glass tube ot the radio 
frequency absorber. and to lag it well with cotton 
wool. This method, while giving results in good 
accord with the final method, was discarded because 
the resistance wire, not being in direct contact with 
the water, ran rather hot. The final nethod used 
was to pass a stream of col d water through one thermo-
junction; then to heat the water by an. trumersion 
heater of known power, and to pass the water through 
the second thermojunction; figure 62A. · The immersion 
heater was made by winding a single layer of 50 a.w . g. 
gauge ootton insulated manganin wire on a thin 'glass 
tube 6 em. long and 3 mm. in diameter, the whole 
































and mounted a.a shown. '!o eusure hc.mtogenci ty 
of water hEJHting .: t was found nccetlse.ry to insert 
a short longth of tubing which had aor·oss 1 ts 
bor e t wo or three pieaos of ;ire to aid the 
pr oper mixing or the water. With a water flow 
ot 84 c.c .fminute, 100 W. input to the heater geve a 
def lection of nbc.1ut 100 on the ge.lvanoru~ter connected 
Celculationa ohowed that 
because of the !~peed with which the V!a ter is 
trans fert•ed fl·om the heater to the theri!lojunction 
the heat losses during this transfer are negligibl e. 
This was al so verifi ed exper imentally. The results 
are shown graphically in figure c2B v:hich also 
gives the velue of k by ~ich the g3lvanometer -
deflection has to be ~ultiplied to give the n~~ber 
ot wat ts t aken by the absorber. An adiitional 
check ~as made tor an ele~trical input of 154.2 ~· 
by measuring the input and the output nater 
temperatures . The watts oaloulated from the 
temperature change ~ere 1-~~ lower than the input 
watts measured electrically. Some ot this error 
is no doubt due to hea~ losses from the comp~ratively 
large container necessary to house the 1 em. long 
thermometer bulb . This d1scre:panoy is, however, 
ot l ittle account as tho accuracy of these thermomete t 
~ Ma.g nel:ron . 
A ......,_T"T"'_ ~ CLam p h oldtn~ Ma9ne b·on ~o A. 
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measurements does not warrant any corr ection 
being applied to the eleotrioal measurement 
of input powe~. 
P.·~·-T.h~~o~p~ete measuring cal orimeter for 
radio ~~egucncy~ower . 
A type o-r Eatching system {very su.itnble 
tor uee with ooexis.l output valves) together with 
a power c.boorbin~ s~·atem ie shown. :i.n figure 63. 
The whole unit is termed a calorimeter . It will 
be noted that the desi('Jl ia unconventional in that 
there are two w~ter absorbers. The water cireuits 
are used in aer1ee and so also are the two thermocoupl 
systems . The use of tno absorbers ~i'"t'"os a. very 
great advantage over the more obvious method ~hi ch 
employe one rbsorber and a pruston. This is because 
the piston becomes a third variable and considerably 
1noreasea the matching ditticulties. Another very 
big advantage of the double absorber design is that 
about 407; more power can be handled before arcing 
occur s at t he junction or the coaxial feeder e.nd 
wave guide. In o,;te:r-ation the perf'ormanoe of' this 
calorimeter is c~rtainly superior to that or any 
other the euthor had seen. The adjust ent or the 
cross- slide carrying the wave guide proved to be 
r elati vely insensitive; the coaxial piston was the 
more critical of the two adjustments. Ine:xpeTienoed 





r,cuRE 64 s. 
Seal~: 'lor 3 c.m.J this ia abol.4l: "! full sa ze. 
very l ittl e 1ns t ruot i on, a success not often 
obtaitled with 3 om. meesU!'ing apparatus. 
9.? . A calorimetar for wave guide output valve~. 
The later aevelopman~ of wave guide output 
magnetrons (~ee next section) required the design 
o~ another c&lorimeter which· was this time comparativel; 
s imple to construct.· The magnetron is already 
mutahed to reed th~ wave guide (or it it is not it 
should be matched by an iris trans~ormer section) 
and the guide is terminated a ".; the other end bJ 
one of the helical absorbors, ( f'igure 64A) . This 
sy~tem can, howevar, be put to a greater use, such 
as the dat€rminet1on ot the rrequenay pulling of a 
valve, :providi ng that the absorber i ·s designed to 
s l ide 1ns1de the main guide as in figure 64B. For 
all positions tha discontinuity at A 1~ then fixed 
with resnect to the absorber and tbe reflections 
from it aan therafo:re be oo.rr~c ted for by two screws 
(10 B.A.) at B. In the next section it is shown 
that this adjustment can ea~ily give a voltage standing 
nave ratio of bet~eZ" th.sn 1.02;1 .in the main guide . 
For frequency pulling detorm~nation an iris is inserted 
at C 1ihus g~ ving ia the ra.aill guide a standing wave ratit 
whiah .is lmown f:i:"'Om. previous m(ja.suremants on the iris. 
The ~~adanoe ueon by the magnetron will now ~ot be 
the characteristi·O J.Wl)edanoe of the guide but an 
tmpedance at some point on the circle diagram correspondin 
to the kno n standing ave ratio. The complete range 
of i mpedance oan be presented to the magnetron by sliding 
the absorber a distance or 1; A 
9 
• The measurement of the 
trequenoy over this range glves the frequency pulling for 
that standing ave ratio. 
9.8. Tr1mm1ns of absorbers. 
It had often been observed that a magnetron 
purposely mismatched to give unstable operation could be 
very sensitive to a alight mismatch of the absorber to 
the guide. Thus, if under these conditions the absorber 
or figure 64D as moved along the guide, a standing ave 
ratio as small as 1.04 would make relatively big changes 
in the frequency of the magnetron and in the po er reoeivec 
by the absorber. By adjustment of the small 10 B· A· 
sore s a condition 1s easily found here the absorber 
motion anuses a very much smaller effect, indicating a 
reduction in the standing wave ratio . I or this very 
accurate termination of the guide it must be remembered 
that the properties of the absorber vary slightly 1 th its 
rotation 1th respect to the electric vector, but only 
in very apeo1al cases is this small chonge of importance. 
In conclusion to this section it is of interest 
to record that similar types of absorbers have been 
successfully employed on E0 guides, but as the E0 wave 
is not so easily absorbed as is the H1 nave the helix 
should be more closely wound and, for 3 em. radiation, 
should be at least 12 om. long. 
SECTION 10. 
A \7;AVE GUIDE OUTPUT FOR HIGII POWER MAGNETRONS. 
f)ummarx. 
Voltage breakdown often occurred with the 
normal type of coaxial output. To overcome this the 
coaxial output line was replaced by a wave guide output. 
The des1gn given in th1e aeot1on ylelded an eft1cienoy 
comparable with that .usually obtained from magnetrons 
having the conventional coaxial output system. 
10.1. The failure of the coaxial output s~stem when used 
on high power m~snetro~s. 
The behaviour of transmission lines and gu1dee 
has oft~n been discussed in previous sections. PJnong thE 
many differences between coaxial linea and wave guides 
is one whioh determines immediately the ohoioe between 
them tor the transmission or high powers. This is the 
fact that at a wavelength of 3 em. the coaxial line arcs 
over at about 70 k\r. pee.k power (or lower if the matching 
of the transmission system is poor) whereas ~ave guides 
handle much h1gller powers and furthermore have much lower 
losses. It is clear from this that much ould be gained 
if 3 ~. magnetrons had their coaxial output replaced 
by a wave guide feed. There is also the additional 
advantage that there need be no coupling loop, the 
presence of which makes one resonator differ in electrical 
character1st1os from the other resonators. 
A 
A 
Dt recti on of radta~ton into woue 9uide. 
Strapp1n9 
bloc ( to 
ri.gh! hand 
details shown for simplic it y on a 10 segment 
ac•lica. te the d.rawt nq the strap w zres in the 
drawing at'e sho\lln on une t;ual d.iQmete~s. 
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R· short lenqth of 'woue quide 
con nee ti nq lhe nntenna.e with 
lhe mcu n WQVQ qui.d.e . 
Screen to prol•~t l:he gia.ss 
_ fro m elech·on Lom uordment. 
Antennae II I M 
t A c~hndet"ac:ol pock i n. q piece lletweeh the Anode ond the ~ere we.d ri n~ A. Gla5s Pl.ot e 
suppor-tin<j cot hode . 
Flange to which (he <jlass· plate 
holclin~ the qlass plate · t~ damped 
Ru lJLer- c.o~d. • ~ ~ <irov.e 
lTH1kin9 o · v acuum tit.Jhi 
jc ~nt . 
FIGURE 6·6. .B. represents scrwecl rhu~ s holc:l.tng the Anocie tn posHioh . · 
.M. as the mic:a. window .( mm thick. 
The experimental valve now to be described 
as completed by the author at about the end of 1941 and, 
as far as he is a are, was the first or its type in the 
3 em. r egion. 
10 . 2 . ~he seneral doai@ of the .. author's _ya,lye. 
To facilitate the adoption or a wuve guide 
2. 5 em. 1n diameter, the magnetron anode was made 2.4 em. 
in diameter . This size of a.nod.e nllov.ed the radiating 
antennae ·to be more easily a ttnched to the strapping system. 
The antennae r~ere i .A long and were positioned, as in figure 
66, to launch the H
1 
ave. 34 resonator slots were cut 
in the anode, and this number of slots requires them to be 
positioned about 2 mm. apart, thus enabling the segment 
straps to be kovt short and consequently more effective. 
The cathode, 14 mm. in diameter, .as mounted 
on a glass plate and this plate as clamped, 1th a rubber 
ring, to one elld of a flanged tube v.rhieh fo.rmed the housing 
of the oscillator, tigura 66. At the other end a similar 
clamp he~d the ave guide output tube; a mica indow being 
incorpor ated ns a vacuum seal. Evacuation .as maintained 
by mercury diffusion pumps. The magnetic field as produced 
by a large pair of Helmholtz coils 18 inches in diameter ith 
a 4 inch hole 1n the centre to take the magnetron and ave 
guide . High tension l'ower as obtained from e. conventional 
l~ seo. pulser giving up to 30 kV. ~ith 40 A. in the pulse. 
~erimental results. 
• I 
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r1 OURE 69. 
ith a magnetic field of 1240 oersteds and with a voltage 
ot 18 kV. There wae sufficient radio frequency po er to 
light a neon lamp very brightly. The avelength as 
3. 4v :t v. 02 om. as measured by lecher ires. The general 
performance as sat1staotory except t llat the anode current 
ould not exceed 7 A. This limitation as hardly expectec 
end to obtain more currant another anode block as designet 
having an anode diameter ot 19 mm. iustead of 24 mm. Thi1 
ohould cause the electric field at the cathode to be 
increased. The smaller size necessitated the number of 
slots being reduce<1 from 34 to 30 and their idth changed 
trom 1.0 mm. to 0.75 mm. Preliminary tests gave muoh 
greater input and output poners than ere first obtained; 
some 40 A. at 20 kV. being possible r;ith an operating 
field or 2700 oersteds. At 19 kV. and 27 A. 1n the 
pulse the eft1c1enoy was l.5%,g1v1n6 a radio frequency 
output ot 7.5 kW. . The power was measured by a oalorimete: 
similar to that described in 9.?. although at the time of 
these po er measurements the author did not have the 
retined design ot absorbers mentioned in section 9. The 
lo effic~ency of the magnetron suggested that the matchin1 
of the magnetron to the 
The existing avo guide 
ave guide required attention. 
as replaced by an adjustable guid· 
constructed so that the guide could be moved relative to 
the antenna (see t1gure 67). Data las obtained giving 
po er output aa a function of the immersion distance of 
the antenna. A typical result is given in fi ure 68, and 
it is evident t hat the efficiency under the optimum 
conditions is about one half to one third of that 
obtained from a 3 em. wavelength magnetron, such as 
the 05Al magnetron (29), feeding a coaxial line. The 
unusually large size of the cathode in this 3 om. valve 
may be the cauae or this low efficiency, but on the other 
hand such a design enables a very high input power to be 
used. This particular valve would t~Jke the maximum power 
available, namely 1100 kW. in the pulse (corr esponding to 
a mean input of 550 W.) without excessive back heating of 
the catpode.' The 50 kW. output obtained was about double 
that obtained from the usual 5 em. valve . 
10.3. Development of a sealed off tZQe• 
In producing a sealed oft wave guide valve it 
was decided to apply t he above results~ e.g. size of antenn• 
and its immersion into the waveguide, to the 12 segment 
baffle plate valve developed by Sayers. The antennae were 
brought out of the valve and into the wave guide which was 
attached to the side of tho valve, fi gure 69. This 
modification was made to enable the valve to fit between 
the poles of a permane~t magnet, without the necessity of 
boring the pole pieces. Two of these valves were produced : 
the firBt gave ?,~ efficiency and the second 11.4%, the 
operating conditions being: 20 A. , 16.5 kV. and a magnetic 
field of 3340 oersteds. The efficiencies for such valves 
fitted with a coaxial output, are about 107~ . There is 
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Contours OY oh earl~ Birminqham ma'3rtetron. T'3pe C3.A 1 · 
worthy ot developmen~. It is also worthy to not4 
during these experiments no trouble whatsoever wa& 
encountered with voltage break- down in the output 
even vhen a severe mismatch was deliberately 1ntro 
10.4. A note on the general methods or representin 
performance of magnetrons. 
The~e are two ohiof metboda used i n re] 
nagnetron results. The first method (orten referJ 
lS the contour map method) gives the performance oj 
1agnetron t'or various input powers to 1 t but \71th e 
.cad on the output. The seo'ond method gives the 
erformance of the magnetron for various loading im 
n it but with a fixed input power supplied to the 
tle resul tir1g diagr&m is referred to as the Rieke d. 
(1) Contour mapa . 
These maps are plots of efficiency, magr 
.eld, current and voltage. An example is shown ir 
gure 70A which is self explanatory. The loading 
gnetron is fixed throughout the contour. Frequen 
angos due to d1rferent modf~S are sontetimes indioat 
iding, such as in figure 70B. 
(ii} Rieka diagrams. 
This diagram is a plot, generally of effj 
wavelength for constant input po\,el·, but with a 1 
d impedance presented to the magneliron. The full 
impedances could not, for practical use, be repres 
the axes or the circle diagram, for the circle dia
1 
orthy of' development. It is also worthy to note that 
during these experiment~ no trouble wha tao ever was 
encountered with voltage break- do n in the output system, 
even hen a severe mismatch was deliberately introduced. 
10. 4. A note on the general methods of representing the 
ROrtormance of magnetrons. 
There are two chief methods used i n representine 
magnetron results. The t•irs t method ( of'ten referred to 
as the contour map method) gives the performance of the 
magnetron for various input powers to it but with a fixed 
load on the output. The se~ond method gives the 
performance of the magnetron for various loading impedances 
on it but with a fixed input power supplied to the valve: 
the resulting diagram is referred to as the Rieke diagram. 
(l) Contour mapa . 
These maps are plots of eff'icienoy, magnetic 
field, current and voltage. An example is shown in 
figure ?OA which is self explanatory. The loading on the 
magnetron 1s fixed throughout the contour. Frequency 
.. 
changes due to different modes are sometimes indicated by 
shading, such as in figure 70B. 
(11} Rieka diagrams. 
This diagram is a plot, generally of efficiency 
and wavelength for constant input po~er, but with a varying 
load impedance presented to the magnetron. The full range 
of impedances could not, tor practical use, be represemted 
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A d1agram shot .. nnq lhe rela~aonslup hel:ween tne cu·cle duu3ram ond. 
t Raeke OlOCJP"'Otn • 3or llns ciioCJYClm ~he lttuersaon consl"anl: ts 
-3 tnches~ 
ext·enda in apace to 1nf1n1 ty. By a trausfor~tion, such 
as the inversion about a point not contained by the plane, 
this semi-infinite plane becomes finite. ror the Rieke 
diagram the inversion point is -1 and by the ell known 
laws.of inversion the u cirolee are transformed into a -
system of concentric circles hich are contained 1th1n 
the circle marked ~oo , figure 71. Each of these 
concentric circles repvoser1ts a constant standing ave 
ratio on the output feeder of the magnetron . The v -
circles are chan ed into the r adial straight lines, whose 
B value 1s equal to th S 1a1ue on the circle diagram. 
AS a result these radial lines, for equal increases il 8 
are equally spaced. All possible values of impedance 
can now be represented on this Jieke diagram, \hich is 
in essentials a frame\70rk comprised of the star ding v; ave 
ratio and tl1 . phase of the 1mpad nee ft} plied to the v lve. 
Upon this frame\ork is plotted frequency and po,er output 
for constant input po er to the magnetron. A typical 
diagram is given in figure 72. So~et1nes other properti l 
suoh es the operating voltage are 1ttd1cated in addition. 
CONCLUDlliG REMARKS. 
In the previous sections the development 
of high power magnetrons and their associated testing 
instruments have formed the main subject matter of the 
thesis. The author commenced to write this thesis in 
1942 but owing to the importance of the research work for 
war purposes it was decided that no great time could be 
spent upon the thesis. It was not until half way through 
1943 that the thesis took its final form. It do-es not 
1 
include work from 1943 onwards and, although the author 
' 
took over a different field of research work in the latter 
part of 1943, he would nevertheless like to express the ideas 
upon whi ch he would have based further research work in the 
centimeter wavelength region. The remarks have been limitec 
to two branches of the work; (1), the possibility of using 
the magnetron as an amplifier and (2), some of the diffioulti 
in the production of millimeter wavelength radiation . 
The magnetron as an amplifie~. 
There are many difficulties in producing , 
for service use, the high magnetic fields required for 3 em. 
magnetrons. Attempts to make magnetrons operate at a 
magnetic field less than the value g1 ven by H X • 10, ?00 , 
where H is in oersteds and A is in centimeters, have seldom 
yielded satisfactory efficiencies. In practice HA. is 
usually about 14,000, and a short note (21) published by 
the author indicates the importance of not reducing the 
value of the magnetic field below that required by the seconc 
of the above relationships . Nevertheless experiments by 
the author with 3 em. Yalves using a magnetic field of 
2600 oersteds indicated that the efficiency was between 
10% and 20%, although occasionally a valve of the same type 
woUld yield an efficiency of 25~'~ or even 27%. A critical 
inspection of these unusually efficient valves failed to 
show that they differed mechanically from the valves which 
yielded only lofo to 20% in efficiency. Frequency instabilit 
i s also prominent , especially when working at good effioiencie 
From the fact that valves or exceptional performance were 
more stable in frequency, i ·t is reasonable to assume that 
any device which tended to stabilise the frequency would 
increase the effiaienoy of the va lve. Further since there 
was no apparent mechani cal difference between valves of 
exceptional performance and valves of average performance 
the amount of stabilising (if indeed this is what is required 
is not very much. An experiment which should be performed 
is to impose on the cathode space charge a radio frequency 
field equal to the main frequency of the magnetron. This 
auxiliary field could be obtained by inserting a grid round 
the cathode and connecting this grid to a separate oscillator 
There are, of course, other methods such as to feed the 
auxiliary radio frequency into one of the resonators. This 
second method, while being more simple, does not seem so 
promising as does the first. 
The above suggestion produces a magnetron which 
is perhaps mora corx·ec tly termed an a.tnplifi er than an 
oscil l ator, but even so this in no way distracts from its 
impor t ance. · There is a great need for amplifiers {not 
neoessar lly of high gain) which can handle the big powers 
now possi ble at centimeter wavelengths . Such amplifiers 
might be used to reduce the frequency pulling wll1oh is so 
troublesome in many of the applications of centimeter 
radiation . Since these amplifiers must be capable of' 
handling powers ot 50 kWo or more, the klystron amplifier, 
as at present knonn, cannot be used. 
The producti on of millimeter waves. 
The production or millimeter waves and waves 
less than a millimeter, say 1/10 mm. , presents new d1fficult1E 
The conventi onal magnetron, even 1t'" it could be made, would 
probably fail to oscillate because of the copper loss es or 
the electric resonators. To produce such short waves it 
may be necessnry tq revert to the electromagnetic radiation 
emitted by the spark excitation of spheres (16;• A better 
per formance of these spark oscillators might be obtained if 
the spark discharge is maintained by a high po,er 9 em. 
oscillator. This would give a re-exc1tation frequency 
ot 3000 Mc./sec. which can not be far from the opt~um for 
a A a 1 mm. radiator with a Q or 100, which is the order or 
magnitude to be expected for a damped oscillator of this 
kind. The enclosing of the spheres in a metal case to 
prevent l oss of radiation into space should prove advantageous 
In conolusion of this thes is the author 
expresses his opinion that power at fractional millLmeter 
wavelength will have to be produced by methods bearing 
little resem~lance to existing oscillators. For example, 
use might be made of the several molecular resonances which 
lie in this region. If some means of exciting these 
resonances could be found, even if it were only a crude 
ahock excitation, the corresponding radiation should be 
· emitted. The difficulties are big for the molecule must 
not disintegrate and very little is known about the 
vibrational values in the region corresponding to 
A = 100 ~ lo-2 mm. \ hether it be by this method or by 
some other, it seemB certain that something different 
from the electron tubes now blown will have to be developed. 
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